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Is your business getting what it needs from
your current communications provider?

Cox Business has customized
solutions to fit your needs with
bundles starting at

$119*

/month

Cox Business ranked “Highest Customer Satisfaction among
Data Service Providers for Small/Midsize Businesses”,
according to J.D. Power and Associates 2010 Major Provider
Business Telecommunications Data Services StudySM.**

Switch to business Internet and phone
with voice mail for only

$119*

/month

plus FREE installation!

Call 702-939-1148 or visit coxbusiness.com
*Offer valid until 12/31/10 to new commercial subscribers of Cox Business VoiceManagerSM and Cox Business InternetSM in Las Vegas Cox-wired, serviceable locations. Offer price includes monthly service fees for 1 Basic VoiceManager phone line
with free features and Voice Mail plus Cox Business Internet 10.0Mbps/2.0Mbps. Internet service includes 35GB of Online Backup and 10 PC licenses of Security Suite. Minimum 2-year service agreement required. An early termination fee as
specified in customer’s service agreement will apply if services are disconnected or service is downgraded prior to the term of the agreement. Free installation is capped at $350. Additional costs for installation, construction, connection, relocation,
inside wiring and equipment may apply. Telephone modem equipment may be required. Modem uses electrical power to operate and has backup battery power provided by Cox if electricity is interrupted. Telephone service, including access to
e911 service, will not be available during an extended power outage or if modem is moved or inoperable. Cox cannot guarantee uninterrupted or error-free Internet service or the speed of your service. Additional costs for installation, construction,
inside wiring and equipment may apply. Offer does not include usage, long distance calling plans, applicable taxes, surcharges or fees. Discounts are not valid in combination with or in addition to other promotions, and cannot be applied to any
other Cox account. Rates and bandwidth options vary and are subject to change. All programming and prices are subject to change. Programming may vary by location. Services not available in all areas. Other restrictions may apply. Telephone
services are provided by Cox Nevada Telcom, LLC. ©2010 CoxCom, Inc., d/b/a Cox Communications Las Vegas, Inc. All rights reserved. **Cox Communications received the highest numerical score among data service providers serving small/
midsize businesses in the proprietary J.D. Power and Associates 2010 Major Provider Business Telecommunications Data Services StudySM. Study based on 5,439 total responses measuring 7 providers and measures opinions of small/midsize
businesses. Proprietary study results are based on experiences and perceptions of businesses surveyed in September and November 2009 and January and March 2010. Your experiences may vary. Visit jdpower.com.
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Lead your employees to
better health.
Research shows that companies with wellness programs have
less sick leave and direct health care costs, and fewer worker’s
compensation claims.* Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield’s 360°
Health® program gives employees the resources and support
they need to help improve their health. And healthier employees
are shown to be more productive, which can potentially lower
overall health care costs for you.
Combine 360° Health with access to one of the largest networks
of doctors and hospitals, and you’ll help lead your employees to
better health. Which is good business.
To learn more about what Anthem has to offer your business, go
to anthem.com/connects2 today.

*Source a meta-review of 42 published studies of worksite health promotion programs. www.ceridian.com Accessed 9/15/2009. Life and Disability products underwritten by Anthem Life
Insurance Company. Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield is the trade name of: In Colorado and Nevada: Rocky Mountain Hospital and Medical Service, Inc. In Connecticut: Anthem Health
Plans, Inc. In Indiana: Anthem Insurance Companies, Inc. In Kentucky: Anthem Health Plans of Kentucky, Inc. In Maine: Anthem Health Plans of Maine, Inc. In Missouri (excluding 30 counties
in the Kansas City area): RightCHOICE® Managed Care, Inc. (RIT), Healthy Alliance® Life Insurance Company (HALIC), and HMO Missouri, Inc. RIT and certain affiliates administer non-HMO
benefi ts underwritten by HALIC and HMO benefi ts underwritten by HMO Missouri, Inc. RIT and certain affiliates only provide administrative services for self-funded plans and do not underwrite
benefi ts. In New Hampshire: Anthem Health Plans of New Hampshire, Inc. In Ohio: Community Insurance Company. In Virginia: Anthem Health Plans of Virginia, Inc. trades as Anthem Blue
Cross and Blue Shield in Virginia, and its service area is all of Virginia except for the City of Fairfax, the Town of Vienna, and the area east of State Route 123. In Wisconsin: Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Wisconsin (“BCBSWi”), which underwrites or administers the PPO and indemnity policies; Compcare Health Services Insurance Corporation (“Compcare”), which underwrites or
administers the HMO policies; and Compcare and BCBSWi collectively, which underwrite or administer the POS policies. Independent licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.
® ANTHEM is a registered trademark of Anthem Insurance Companies, Inc. The Blue Cross and Blue Shield names and symbols are registered marks of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Association.
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Commentary
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Reid or Angle in November?
The Choice is Clear

Despite all his posturing about the good he’s done for Nevada as Senate Majority
Leader, Harry Reid has presided over the systematic destruction of the U.S. economy, and
intends to keep right on with his harmful policies if he is re-elected.  It’s up to Nevada
voters to make sure this doesn’t happen, by voting for Sharron Angle on November 2.
Sharron Angle has always stood for lower taxes.  Reid has supported tax increases
more than 300 times over the course of his career, and voted against the 2001 and 2003
tax cuts.  It’s obvious from his voting record and his public pronouncements that he has
the same blind spot as the rest of the so-called Progressives:  they believe that tax cuts are
“giving money” to people instead of just taking less of their own money away from them
to give to somebody else.  
This fall, Reid is leading the fight against extending the tax cuts.  Put another way, he
wants to raise taxes again.  How will it help the economy to take more money away from
families who are already struggling to make ends meet, and pass it on to the government?  
Will this tax money be used to pay for more “stimulus” projects?  So far, the only thing
that’s been stimulated by these pork-barrel projects is the national debt.  The debt is now
projected to exceed $25 trillion by 2020, leaving our children a legacy of indebtedness
that is almost unimaginable.  
Reid also supports the “Cap and Trade” energy bill, which would lead to higher taxes
on gasoline, electricity and natural gas.  If this is passed, it will raise prices on all goods
that are transported by truck, which means a higher cost of living for everyone.  One
analysis estimated it would cost the average household up to $1,761 more each year.  Another study predicted this bill would cause even more unemployment in Nevada – in 2012,
job losses would be 14,312 higher under cap-and-trade than without it.  
Here’s another fact to consider when deciding how to cast your vote: when Democrats
took control of Congress in 2007, elevating Reid to Majority Leader, the national unemployment rate was 4.6 percent and Nevada’s unemployment rate was 4.4 percent.  Now
the national rate is nearly 10 percent, and Nevada has the highest unemployment in the
country at more than 14 percent.  The stimulus plan rammed through Congress by Reid
and Pelosi was supposed to create jobs, but has failed miserably.  Anyone with a basic
understanding of economics knows that businesses and entrepreneurs create jobs, not
governments, yet Reid’s television commercials have blasted Sharron Angle because she
isn’t afraid to admit that fact.    
In addition to Nevada’s unemployment troubles, we also have the highest foreclosure
rate in the country, and housing prices have plummeted in the last few years.  When the
Democrats took control of Congress in January 2007, the median home price in Nevada
was $322,443, and by June 2010 it had fallen to $136,721.  Reid protected Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac when Republicans were calling for reform.
Although the current situation is challenging, we have a chance to pull out of this economic tailspin by electing the right people to Congress in November.  If you are concerned
about the economy, make sure you are registered to vote, mark Tuesday, November 2 on
your calendar, encourage your family and friends to vote, and if you have time, volunteer to
help the Sharron Angle campaign.  We can’t afford six more years of Harry Reid.
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Can you handle
the truth?
Who’s helping you?
The truth is most investors’ portfolios did not handle
the past years’ market volatility well. A more alarming
truth is that most plans have not been changed to
mitigate future risks or capture opportunities.
We have helped many investors with an honest
assessment of their current portfolio and plan.
May we help you?

Robert A. Martin
(702) 944-7136
bnymellon.com/truth

©2010 The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation. All rights reserved. Products and services may be provided byvarious subsidiaries of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation.
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Cover Story

TRANSPO
A Look at Transportation in Nevada

B

By Jennifer Baumer

usiness. Pleasure. Entertainment. Outdoor recreation.
In winter, skiing and snow sports. In summer, every
other outdoor recreational activity imaginable. Year
round, for conventions. And sometimes, simply because that
particular airport is a hub. For whatever the reason, even with
the slow economy, people are still flying into Nevada, accessing mass transit and utilizing public roadways and transportation
once they’re here. In light of the recession, what kind of air travel,
public transportation, mass transit and roadway adventures will
they have?

In the Air
Nevada unemployment was at 14.3 percent in July, according
to Nevada Department of Education, Training and Rehabilitation. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which tracks
unemployment through a four quarter moving average, the actual
unemployment rate in Nevada through July was 21.5 percent.
Though construction held steady through July, the industry has
lost 55 percent of its jobs since the peak in 2006.
Which makes the new construction at McCarran International Airport in Southern Nevada a breath of much needed fresh
air. The largest construction project in the state, Terminal 3 is the
largest component of the Clark County Department of Aviation’s
$3 billion capital improvement plan. During peak construction in
December 2009, the project supported nearly 2,000 construction
workers.
“All the different projects for Terminal 3 cost $3 billion,” said
Rosemary A. Vassiliadis, deputy director, department of aviation, Clark County. The terminal building itself is a $2.4 billion
project that will create a standalone unit with its own ticketing,
baggage claim, parking garage, curb for pick up and drop off,
with as many as 20 of the D gates to be located there.
8
9
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“What I tell all the local groups is we’re every airport’s existent security. Terminal 3
going to be a real airport and they’re going is expected to be operational June 2012.
to have to look to see which terminal they’re
Terminal 3 will affect McCarran’s botgoing to be flying in and out of, just like air- tom line with a unified raise in charges airports in big cities,” said Vassiliadis.
lines have already agreed to, and possibly
Terminal 3 will also house the interna- by increasing the draw for international pasProduction Notes:
tional gates, taking the place of the current sengers. “The numbers of international pasImage
is FPO andgates.
willThe
be six
replaced
by vendor.
BlackThey
keyline
prints.
Terminal
2 international
new sengers
have grown.
stay longer,
spend
international gates also have their own secu- more money and are a higher level of pasrity checkpoints, the first built at the airport
senger for us,” said Vassiliadis.
T:4.75 in
since the events of 9/11 forced changes on
It’s not just the number of international
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The kind of bank that knows
building a business starts
with building a relationship.
FREE BUSINESS
CHECKING
1

• Free Online Banking
and Bill Payment

5

Prime Plus

0.50% Line of Credit/Loans
Real Estate
4.75% Commercial
Fixed-Rate Loans
3

4

• Up to $1,000 in Savings
• New Account Discounts
and Free Basic Scanner

At Bank of the West, your small
business banker is there for you.
Visit your local branch today,
or find one at bankofthewest.com.
©2010 Bank of the West. Member FDIC. All offers effective September 13 – October 30, 2010. All offers
require a business checking account. Offers subject to change at any time. Conditions and restrictions apply.
1) Offer available only to new business checking account customers. Free Business Checking offer is available
on Basic Business Checking and Analyzed Business Checking. Basic Business Checking is free of monthly service
charges and has a minimum opening deposit of $100. Transactions exceeding basic package will be assessed a fee.
All other standard fees and charges apply. Free business checks and deposit slips offer is for one order of 50 three-toa-page, single checks in Classic Safety design only with 90 deposit slips. Analyzed Business Checking has a minimum
opening deposit of $100, and no monthly maintenance fee for 12 months. Free initial order of business checks offer
is up to a value of $100. Free online banking and bill payment offer is for Voyager Online Banking, or for WebDirect
Basic with no monthly service charge for bill pay for the first 12 months. Fees may apply for other online services.
2) All loan offers require automatic payments from a Bank of the West checking account. Loans subject to credit
approval. Other fees and restrictions may apply. Rates depend on terms and other conditions and are subject to
change. Discounted rates may not be combined with other loan offers. 3) Variable rate of Prime plus 0.50% on
BusinessLink lines of credit and variable rate term loans between $100,001 and $750,000. After 12 months, a
minimum rate of 4.0% applies. 4) Fixed Rate of 4.75% is for BusinessLink owner-occupied, 5 year term, 25 year
amortization, fixed rate commercial real estate loans up to $2 million in CA and up to $1.5 million outside of CA.
5) Deposit between 10 and 100 checks per month and Electronic Deposit Services (EDS) is free of monthly service
charge and per item fees for 12 months, a savings of $600. Free Scanner is CX300 scanner or up to $400 credit towards
another scanner, a savings of $400. $500 Cancellation fee if service canceled within one year. Offer available to new
business lending customers or existing business customers who have been with the Bank 6 months or more and
are business credit qualified. Offer available to new EDS customers only.
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• Free Checks

ELECTRONIC
DEPOSIT SERVICES

BUSINESS CREDIT
Rates as low as: 2

travelers that’s grown. In July McCarran exceeded 3.5 million passengers for the year,
actually a -1.1 percent change from July 2009,
but the numbers are somewhat misleading.
During 2010 U.S. Air pulled out of Las Vegas and because it wasn’t a destination carrier
but a hub carrier, those passengers who were
only passing through won’t be replaced. So
the decrease is actually an increase since the
-1.1 percent includes the 25 percent decrease
from losing the U.S. Air seats.
Meanwhile, plans for the Ivanpah Airport, slated as a commercial airport in Ivanpah Valley, are on hold. Environmental Impact Studies were in progress when the decision was made to shelve the project based on
the smaller number of passengers traveling
by air.
The Reno-Tahoe International Airport’s
annual economic impact of $3.24 billion in
Northern Nevada didn’t blink much during
the economic slowdown. There wasn’t much
of a decrease in passengers moving through
the airport, and there’s currently a very
strong increase in both passengers and cargo,
according to Krys T. Bart, airport director.
“The decline was enhanced by a major
construction project we were doing, so we
were employing a significant number of
local carpenters for a $63 million baggage
project, which was obviously an economic
impact and compensated for the decline in
passengers.  If measured [the project] probably increased the airport’s economic impact,” said Bart.
Reno’s airport continues to grow. Federal
Aviation Administration stats and reports
through the Air Transportation Association
report the Northern Nevada airport is number one in the country for medium and large
airports increasing air service year after
year, and in the middle of 2010, the airport
had a 14 percent recovery of flights since last
year. In addition, where cargo transport is up
8 percent across the country, it’s up 14.4 percent in Northern Nevada.

On the Ground
Southern Nevada Regional Transportation Commission (RTC) is responsible for
www.NevadaBusiness.com
256073ho202U_SME

df
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transit services, planning and engineering
of transportation and roadway projects, and
the freeway and arterial system throughout
the Las Vegas Valley. Despite the economic
slowdown, RTC is busy with new projects.
“There are always innovations happening
in public transportation,” said Jacob L. Snow,
general manager, RTC Southern Nevada.
“We just have to wait and see which of them
are going to catch hold.”
One of those innovations that’s catching
hold is bus rapid transit – a bus system that’s
nearly a light rail system, and which operates
on the busiest streets, connecting people to
jobs and visitor destinations quickly and efficiently. There are currently three lines of bus
rapid transit in Las Vegas and one in Reno,
RTC RAPID that runs along Virginia Street
from Meadowood Mall to UNR to provide
residents and visitors alike connectivity between hotels and Reno-Sparks Visitors and
Convention Authority venues.
“It’s a very cost effective way to provide
higher-end transit projects that provide most

of the amenities of train services for the price
of a bus,” said Snow. “It’s a way to really
make improvements in mass transit at a low
cost. I think that’s a big innovation and everybody in the country is doing some kind of
bus rapid transit project, or they want to.”
Northern Nevada RTC functions as the
planning organization for transportation
projects in the region, working to leverage
federal tax dollars back into the community.
It’s also the regional street and highway provider, with funding from a voter-approved
sales tax program RTC-5 which funds projects in the Truckee Meadows. In addition,
RTC Northern Nevada is responsible for the
ride system, overseeing bus and mass transit
programs.
RTC agencies on both ends of the state
work to maximize jobs. Since both Regional
Transportation Commissions take bids from
and make contracts with private sector companies, both agencies work to maximize jobs
both by providing the transportation to them
and by providing the jobs themselves.

Funding Foreseeable Futures
The construction industry in Nevada has
lost 55 percent of jobs in the field since the
peak of the building boom in 2006. Just as
Terminal 3 at McCarran creates construction
jobs, so do the projects funded through RTC
efforts both north and south.
RTC receives a portion of its funding for
roadway projects through a voter-approved
sales tax program that, until this year, was
set to expire in 2028. The 2010 Nevada Legislature approved Senate Bill 5, removing the
sunset provision, allowing sales tax funding
to exist in perpetuity. What does that mean?
“I think what it means for the community
is the creation of probably a couple thousand
construction jobs,” said Snow. “Then beyond
that, from the more lasting standpoint we’re
going to have a number of facilities that will
make it easier to get around in the community, permanent facilities we’ll be able to        
Continues on page 61
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Fast. Scalable. Local.
Business Broadband by Sparkplug
Dedicated Fixed Wireless Internet Access

If You Want It Done Fast, Microwave It!
Fast to install. Since fixed wireless Internet bypasses the
phone and cable company’s infrastructure, your service
can be installed in days rather than weeks.
Fast, Guaranteed, Symmetrical Bandwidth. Imagine
that the Internet is a highway and that Sparkplug
Business Broadband is the HOV lane during rush hour
traffic. T1 lines can’t keep up with the demand and
your cable and DSL solutions are shared with the entire
community and slow down during the critical peak
hours of the day. Sparkplug gives you a dedicated
connection just for your business.

Customers Love The Scalability
And Local Support They Get
With Sparkplug!
Sparkplug network bypasses the phone and
cable company
We can upgrade you fast
Local, Sparkplug employed technicians

Get Internet Access for
as low as $79 and receive
a FREE iPod Shuffle
“Our auction events are a time where network failure
is not an option. Sparkplug Communications plays an
important part of that network redundancy.”
Jason Rose,
VP/Operations, Barrett-Jackson

702-478-2474
Business
Complete

*Product offered is 2Mb download and 1Mb upload wireless broadband and is valid for
business customers only in limit areas. Installation and equipment fees may apply. Offer
expires November 30, 2010 Copyright 2010 Sparkplug, Inc. All rights reserved.
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sales@sparkplug.net www.sparkplug.net
Sparkplug Business Solutions | Broadband | Voice/VoIP | Temporary Bandwidth | Metro Ethernet
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Feature Story

20/20
VISIONARIES
By Doresa Banning

I

t’s time again for Nevada Business Magazine’s annual 20/20 feature. The issue highlights 20 leaders who demonstrate foresight, flexibility and fortitude in keeping their organizations and businesses afloat and thriving, particularly during challenging economic times. The editorial staff asked local executives to identify Nevada business leaders whom they feel exemplify
forward-thinking visionaries. With hundreds of nominees to consider, this year’s visionaries were selected primarily as a result
of multiple nominations from business executives throughout the state.
Each of the following directors, presidents and chief executive officers is strategically adapting to the sour economy, recognizing their teams, serving their customers well, anticipating the future and successfully navigating their companies or organizations
through the recession.
October 2010
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Dr. Sherif Abdou
President & Chief Executive Officer
HealthCare Partners of Nevada

Dr. Sherif Abdou wants HealthCare
Partners of Nevada (HCPN) to lead health
care transformation. HCPN encompasses
Summit Medical Group, Fremont Medical
Centers, HealthCare Partners Health Plan
Solutions, 800+ employees and 1,200+ contracted specialists.
“We believe a better care system is integrated coordinated care,” he said. “We’re going to continue to strive for that.”
To that end, he has developed and implemented the concept of PCT, the Primary
Care Team, which consists of physicians,
nurses, medical assistants, track managers and others, all of whom are involved in
patients’ care. He fosters the belief that the
patients, not the physicians, own, have access
to and control over their individual electronic
medical records.
What makes this new healthcare model
work is all the team members share in the
innovation. As far as being open to others’
input, Dr. Abdou said, “We encourage it, embrace it and celebrate it.”

Mike Ballard
Chief Executive Officer
1Velocity

1Velocity is a four-year-old business that’s
continuing to grow during the economic
downturn. It’s a telecommunications company that provides both Ethernet private lines
and Internet access to customers like Ultimate
Fighting Championship, Allegiant Air, the
City of Las Vegas and the State of Nevada.
Ballard attributes the success to its commitment to quality since day one, hiring people with significant expertise and giving them
the necessary resources to excel, maintaining
open communications with both employees
and customers and providing superb service.
14
15
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The CEO also has founded another entity,
Vegas Valley Angels, which provides capital
to entrepreneurs to grow their enterprises. The
group has invested more than $12 million into
20 companies since its genesis in 2003. Two
of the businesses are about ready to sell to
large entities.
“Four individuals got together over breakfast and started it,” Ballard said.

Lee Butler
General Manager
Lexus of Las Vegas
Lexus of Henderson

In Lexus of Las Vegas’ lobby, a special,
framed “TIME” magazine article dated
April 1, 2013 hangs on the wall. Along with
the 150 employees’ photos and signatures,
it contains their vision for where the dealership will be and how it will be viewed on that
future date. This type of employee input is
what Lee Butler promotes. Every month he
has “Lunch On Purpose” for back and forth
communication with every employee.
The dealership’s sales are up this year, and
the company plans to open its new Lexus
of Henderson dealership by Oct. 1. The $35
million building was built to meet the U.S.
Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED) goldlevel standards, just as the Las Vegas facility
does after being retrofitted. In typical Butler
style, he got input from all the employees on
the Henderson building’s floor plan before
construction.

MaryKaye Cashman
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Cashman Equipment

“We’ve always done it that way,” is not
acceptable to MaryKaye Cashman. She’s a
trailblazer who looks and moves forward,
seeking out and effecting changes that will
benefit her company. One way she’s done

that is by having the new Nevada Caterpillar headquarters constructed to meet LEED
Gold standards. The 308,000-square-feet
building, made with sustainable materials,
was Caterpillar’s first and now is the company’s benchmark.
“We hope that our dedication to sustainability inspires others to think outside the
box as well,” she said.
Cashman also is leading her team in a renewed focus on customer service. She’s conducted customer surveys to determine how
her employees can improve and has set plans
for betterment in motion.
“The heart and soul of any successful
business is people—your employees and
your customers, she said. “Without the expertise and dedication of the first, you can
never gain the loyalty of the second.”

Kirk Clausen
Regional President
Wells Fargo in Nevada
Chairman
Henderson Chamber
of Commerce

Helping customers succeed financially is
the mission at Wells Fargo in Nevada, and
the man at the helm, Kirk Clausen, consistently mobilizes his employees in that direction. Staff members at the two Banking
Education Centers, located in Las Vegas and
Reno, teach financial literacy classes on- and
off-site, covering topics like how to open a
bank account, apply for a loan, and buy and
maintain a home. Classes are taught in English or Spanish for free to both customers and
non-customers.
Clausen has made it a priority at the bank  
and among his team to ensure all clients and
guests are welcomed, receive friendly and
thorough assistance, and can tell the company appreciates their patronage. When the
team is not at a bank branch, you likely can
find several of them out in the community
volunteering for various causes, working at
a food drive, helping Boys & Girls Club kids
select new shoes or any number of other volunteer efforts.
“Our team is incredibly energized about
the work we do,” Clausen said.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Tony Dazzio
Senior Vice President
of Business Development
Governmental Affairs
Burke Construction Group

“If you’re not at the table, you just might
be on the menu.” Tony Dazzio, whom Gov.
Jim Gibbons recently appointed to the Nevada Commission on Economic Development, subscribes to this adage.  Rather than
sitting out and complaining, he jumps in
wholeheartedly.
He prepares for the unexpected, carefully plans company growth and strives for
a balance between quality construction and
personalized service. Burke Construction
Group, a commercial general contractor, can
and does offer its clients one-stop shopping,
as the staff can assist with every aspect of the
building process, from dealing with jurisdictional issues to providing utility systems.
After 25 years of serving only Southern
Nevada, the group became licensed in 21
additional states to expand its geographic
reach. Today, it continues to pursue state and
federal contracts, and is identifying coming
trends in market technology and demand.
“While we’re operating in an unstable
environment, our company’s foundation remains strong,” Dazzio said.

Robert Finnegan
President
Finnegan Erickson Associates (FEA)

Globalization isn’t new for Finnegan’s
firm, but today the focus on serving clients in
other parts of the world is more intense. The
engineering firm already has worked in Asia
and the Mideast, and now is moving into
South America. Finnegan’s goal in the next
few years is to double the current 15 percent
of business outside the United States.
Other ongoing efforts include concentrating more on public works, excellently taking care of existing clients and developing
niches that likely will be in demand once the

economy turns around. One of these niches is
using three-dimensional modeling to manage
a building through its entire cycle, from conception to construction and on to occupation
and maintenance. FEA also is concentrating
on creating sustainable designs, one of which
is a LEED gold-certified, Illinois casino.
“My business partner and I are not even
contemplating anything other than success in this changed and readjusted world,”
Finnegan said.

Kathy Gamboa
Territory Vice President
Idaho, Nevada and Utah,
Mountain Plains Region,
University of Phoenix (UOP)

Kathy Gamboa successfully fosters a culture at the University of Phoenix in which
team members are heard, and encouraged to
creatively problem solve and do what’s right.
The fun atmosphere is one of shared camaraderie and laughs where employees feel comfortable speaking up.
“I believe in taking care of the people, and
the rest will follow,” Gamboa said.
What has followed includes building an
international network that allows Nevada
students to interact via technology with the
other 475,000 students and 560,000 alumni
around the world, whether for advice, homework help, mentoring, or other reasons. In addition, Gamboa is working on ways to deliver
educational programs in a customized fashion to meet students’ different needs. Finally,
she is looking to the school’s faculty and staff
(it has more than 27,000 practitioner faculty),
and their expertise to brainstorm, generate
solutions, and help UOP stay current with the
business world today.

Jim Groth
Director
Nevada State Office of Energy (NSOE)

Jim Groth knows how to advance renewable energy in Nevada and has the conviction and courage to present ideas and fight
for progress. He proposed and managed

Super Solar One, a renewable energy solar
system. Also, to further energy economic
development here, he united more than 40
experts in energy, land development, law
and the public sector to comprise the Nevada Energy Economy Strike Force.
The NSOE released a Multi-State Agency
Renewable Energy RFP that solicits power
purchase agreements from engineering, procurement and construction contractors to
provide solar and other renewable technologies to state agencies, across 55 sites.
The director also has suggested a congressional land grant action to transfer 3.2
million across (5 percent) of Nevada’s federal land to the state for renewable energy
development.
“Most of all, I want Nevada to succeed,
and I will do whatever it takes to get there,”
Groth said.

Tony Hsieh
Chief Executive Officer
Zappos

After Tony Hsieh sold Zappos.com to
Amazon.com last year for about $850 million, he penned his first book, “Delivering
Happiness: A Path to Profits, Passion and
Purpose.” In it, he reveals the business lessons he’s learned and the reasons for his entrepreneurial success, which include passion,
positivity, culture, and customer service. His
book has made it to number one on The New
York Times Bestseller and other lists.
In mid-August, he kicked off a threemonth, 20-plus city book tour in a refurbished, 47-foot-long bus, delivering “happiness across the nation.” Hsieh and his team
are traveling from city to city across the U.S.
on the Delivering Happiness Bus, which is
equipped with green grass on the inside, the
latest technology, and a refrigerator full of
Red Bull. They are visiting companies, colleges and nonprofit organizations and throwing events, like barbecues, happy hours, book
signings, town hall meetings and more.
Continues on page 49
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the sky is not the limit.

As the largest law firm based in the Mountain West, we’re used to setting our sights high. It gives us an affinity
for clients with similarly lofty goals. We’ve developed a focus on client service that guides us from the courtroom
to the boardroom—a focus that is as valued at sea level as it is a mile high.
To learn what a difference our attitude might make, we invite you to contact Greg Gilbert at (702) 669-4620, Hughes Center,
3800 Howard Hughes Parkway, 10th Floor, Las Vegas, NV 89169, or Tim Lukas at (775) 327-3000, 5441 Kietzke Lane, Second
Floor, Reno, NV 89511.
Aspen
Billings
Boise
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Boulder
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Cheyenne

Colorado Springs
Denver
Denver Tech Center
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S

ince the beginning of the recession, the banking and financial industry has been
scrutinized and analyzed more
than any other.   The industry
has been accused of everything from irresponsible lending to refusing to lend at
all.  With all of the misinformation available, executives representing Nevada’s
banks recently met at the office of Holland & Hart in Las Vegas to share their
side and give insights into the future of
banking and finance in the Silver State.
Connie Brennan, publisher of Nevada
Business Magazine, served as moderator
for the event.   These monthly meetings
are designed to bring leaders together to
discuss issues pertinent to their industries.   Following is a condensed version
of the roundtable discussion.

What do you look
for when you
consider lending
on a commerial real
estate project?
Reed Radosevich: I think the key factors

are, one, you need to look at the buildings
that are fully leased up and have long
18
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leases and aren’t just running month to
month.  Secondly, you need to look at the
borrowers behind them to make sure they
have some liquidity in the event they experience vacancies or a downturn in the
cash flow of the property.
Larry Charlton: There’s also the appraisal factor.   Banks aren’t collateral lenders,
we are cash-flow lenders.  It has to have
cash-flow.  We have to see liquidity and a
flow of cash that we can count on.  You’d
have to look at the building’s tenants even
stronger than you used to.  The value of
that building has dropped.   It’s interesting, you could have a leased-up building
and you still can’t make a loan because
they’ve either made concessions in their
leases or the appraisal value has dropped
and it just doesn’t work anymore.
Bill Martin: As far as community banks
are concerned, with the reduced guidelines by the FDIC, we are pretty much
out of the commercial real estate business when it comes to spec loans or nonowner occupied.  So, they aren’t going to
get much relief from us.  I would direct
them to these other banks that have a lot
of room.   It’s a simple equation, it’s the
value and the exisiting cash flow and the
risk of that cash flow disappearing.
Bob Martin: A lot is determined by the
regulators.   It isn’t that the banks don’t

have liquidity or that they don’t want to
make loans. From dealing with regulators
on what is and isn’t acceptable, there’s
not much out there today that is acceptable.  They are driving the business more
so than the community bank board.
Bill Martin: The local banks are in trouble because of something we’ve always
done for commercial real estate projects.  
We’d get them pre-leased, pre-sold and
we’d get them to take out commitment
loans and stabilization.   Once the building is complete, the tenants are gone, the
vacancy is one hundred percent, the buyer
is gone and now we became different
types of lenders.   That’s really what got
us into trouble from a regulator point of
view.  They’re not happy to see us go back
into that line of business very heavily.
Charlton: When I was at Business Bank
of Nevada, before the economy started
turning, the regulators were banging on
us.   The federal reserve guys were just
beating on us to no end on the percentage
of capital of the commercial real estate
and the real estate lending.  The commercial real estate people yell at the banks,
“Why don’t you lend?”   It just goes
back to if the collateral is not there, the
cash flow is not there.  People forget, we
don’t loan our own money.  This isn’t the
bank’s money, this is depositors money.
Bob Martin: You wonder if they would
be okay making the loan if they were using their money.
Bill Martin: Depends on what they were
getting.
Bob Martin: Right.   All we get is the
spread of the spread, they get a return.
Charlton: As a businessman, we buy
money and sell money.   That’s what we
do; you’ve got to have a spread.
Kathy Phillips: You might want to ask
them to think about an SBA or USBA
loan.  Our bank is able to do that.
Bob Martin: I see one of the challenges,
even from the community bank standpoint, is how to make money in today’s
environment.  Historically, you’d get deposits and in worse case scenarios, you’d
turn around and invest those in federal
funds.   You’d spread that over federal
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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funds and you’d be fine but you didn’t
lend them out.   Today, you don’t get to
spread those over federal funds and you
don’t lend them out.  You just have a brewery. You have to wait until things change.  
Bigger banks have done a pretty good job
with fee income and other things.  With
the smaller banks, it gets more difficult.
Gene Galloway: You make it the old
fashioned way, by making loans.

even touched by this bill.  If you want to
track back on the housing market where
it started, it lands right there, in that direction to make 42 percent loans to subprime borrowers.  There’s your source of
the products that created the issue right
there.

When will banks
feel the impact of
this bill?

How will the
banking reform bill
affect banks?

Galloway: Probably 2011.
Charlton: It will take three to seven

Galloway: It depends on the size of the

bank.  The bigger the bank, the more impact it will have on their investments.  As
a community bank, I’m not even going to
worry about it.  It’s business as usual for
us.   This whole business has been reinvented probably 20 times, but the margins are still the margins.  You still need
to know your customer, make smart loans
and every time you sign a loan, you want
a hundred more just like it because you
get to make one mistake out of a hundred.
Radosevich: The intent of the bill was
to police Wall Street as well as provide
consumer protection.  I think the affect is
certainly going to be more cost for all of
the banks.  It’s going to impact banks that
have significant locations and investment
banking arms more significantly than a
private bank, for example.  But, it’s going
to have a definite impact on all of us.
Bill Martin: I don’t think that when you
have the most comprehensive overreaching regulatory bill ever to pass, in which
committees are set up to define what the
bill wants them to do, for instance, that it
won’t affect every bank.  I asked several
people if this means that banks from other states can branch into Nevada and no
one can give me answer.  That consumer
agency is going to be so unrestricted and
powerful.  I hate to think of the powers
they will have that are yet to be defined
by that agency.  I think they got us all.
Phillips: I think there are some unintended consequences in that bill.  

Charlton: Twenty-three hundred pages in

the bill and it’s to be determined later by
these agencies just how they define it.  It
could be very far reaching, we just don’t
know.   The thing that disappointed me
is Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae weren’t

years to flush out before they decide how
it’s going to work.
Bill Martin: I think rather than a tidal
wave, it will be a shock wave that will hit
us.  It will be more of a wave after wave
for a long period of time.
Galloway: They’ll start sending out interpretations and opinions and that has a
lot of weigh in.  Whenever the FDIC or
anybody weighs in with an opinion, all
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of a sudden it starts trickling down to one
person’s view is one examiner’s gospel.  
That’s how you’ll see the early impact of
it all.

Do you think
the upcoming
legislative session
will target banks?
Charlton: I think they’ll look at every-

thing.  They’ve targeted us before.  They
opened the door and we warned other
industries that when they target an industry and raise a tax, everyone needs to be
concerned.  I’m naïve enough to say that
they may raise everyone else (to what the
banks pay) and not take us potentially
even higher, we just don’t know.  I’d hate
to be a legislator in this state during the
next session.  It’s not going to be fun.  We
had two industries that fueled our growth
and we don’t have one of them anymore,

the construction industry.  Everyone says
our way out of this is diversification.  
You just don’t snap your fingers and do
it overnight.
Bill Martin: It can’t happen.  The Nevada
Development Authority has worked so
hard and they would bring in 50 or 70 or
however many businesses a year, those
business would employ an average of the
population and then we’d open a new hotel and go hire 6,000 people.  When you
look at the percent of our economy, diversification never has a chance of growth
within that.  In regards to the legislature,
I think that depending on some of the
election results, there’s a chance the entire business tax will be reduced slightly.
Bob Martin: We tend, historically, to target industries that are doing good at the
time of the session.  That was the banker’s issue and why the banks got picked
on.   If you look at the mining industry,
they’ve been relatively smart.   They’ve
been proactive.

Lance Bradford, CEO

XTREME ACCOUNTING
Specialists in accounting, investment strategies, insurance,
human resources, ﬁnancial planning and company beneﬁts.
What’s Your Problem?

8880 W. Sunset, 3rd Floor • Las Vegas, NV 89148 • (702) 735-5030 • info@llbradford.com
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Charlton: What bothers me about the

mining industry is that it moves on the
metal trading and it’s not a stable staple.  
It’s not a stable broad-based tax and that’s
a problem when targeting any industry.
Bill Martin: That all started with the
gross receipts tax and the anger towards
the Wal-Marts and big banks that weren’t
contributing if you look at the corporate
income tax.  They needed something that
reached everyone regardless of their incorporation.   When they came up with
the idea of taxing an expense, I don’t get
that.  The result is whether you’re profitable, not profitable, big or small, you have
a big burden.  They were after someone
different than us but everyone got hit.  
When that tax went away, the anger came
back into play.

What is happening
with interest rates?
Charlton: They’re not going anywhere

for a few years.
Bill Martin: The federal funds rate, which
is targeted at 25 basis points is really targeted at zero.  I recently saw something
that said federal funds rates are as low as
12 basis points which is half and means
the fed is continuing to push liquidity out
there.   Wasn’t too much liquidity what
got us into this mess?
Radosevich: While low interest rates are
great for the consumer, I think it’s really
compressed our interest rate margin and
profit margins and demoted our profitability.  It makes it difficult on the positive side
for a lot of banks, in the short term anyway.
Bob Martin: A rising interest rate environment is better for the stock market,
which is better for consumers, which
kind of equates that liquidity.   It’s kind
of an oxymoron.  We are in this situation
because we as Americans spent more
than we saved.  Well, the thing that perpetuates the problem is if we save more.
Galloway: The question is, why are people saving more?
Phillips: There is a lack of confidence.
Charlton: They are scared.
www.NevadaBusiness.com

ALI RIZVI CHIEF BANKING OFFICER

GENE GALLOWAY PRESIDENT

Exceeding Expectations
W

hen Plaza Bank recently acquired SouthwestUSA Bank,
it did more than help right the financial foundation of a truly
exceptional bank. It found a like-minded institution with a shared
vision offering industry expertise and personalized attention to its
business customers.
These are the same principles on which Plaza Bank has based its activities in serving the Irvine, California region since its founding in 2005.
In Las Vegas, Plaza Bank now gains a new family of customers with
which to build relationships and successful business partnerships.
“We excel at serving our small business customers, and we don’t try
to be everything to everybody,” stated Plaza Bank President Gene
Galloway. “Our people can provide expert advice, sage counsel and
individualized service to businesses, which large multi-branch banks
simply cannot deliver.”
As a community bank, Plaza is very similar to a small business. Executives wear many hats to ensure that clients receive the services
they need and gain access to the banking experts that can help them
the most. In fact, customers will find that many executives at Plaza
Bank list their cell phone numbers on their business cards and are
available before the bank opens and after the bank closes each day.
Plaza Bank offers full service banking, online account management,
remote deposit and quick loan decisions, complemented by a stated
mission to exceed the customer’s expectations.
“In our role, we are a consulting partner to our business partners. We
help them navigate challenges and respond quickly to opportunities
because we know our clients so intimately,” stated Plaza Bank CEO
Terry Robinson.

LEADERSHIP
Plaza Bank President Gene Galloway and CEO Terry Robinson have
nearly sixty years of combined experience in banking. Prior to arriving
at Plaza Bank, Galloway was corporate executive vice president and
chief of retail and community banking for Sanwa Bank and regional
vice president for the Santa Monica region of Crocker National Bank.
Robinson has 30 years experience as a senior executive in community
banking, serving as president & chief executive officer of The Vintage
Bank and parent North Bay Bancorp (based in Napa, California), for 19
years and as executive vice president and director for the American
Bank of Commerce in Boise, Idaho.
The duo has been working together since 2009, and they have positioned Plaza Bank on enviably solid ground. They oversaw the successful recapitalization of the Bank early in their tenure, and have
supplemented this stability with the addition of a strong and diversified team of professional banking experts on the Board of Directors.
Plaza Bank most recently welcomed Las Vegas banking executive
Ali Rizvi as chief banking officer of the Nevada Division. Prior to his
arrival at Plaza, Rizvi accumulated 22 years of experience in the financial industry, with much of his experience in the Las Vegas market.
Rizvi served as president of Cardinal Health Financial Shared Services,
Nevada, and VP/District Relationship Manager/Head Premier Banking
for Las Vegas with among other executive roles for the bank. He is
actively involved in the Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce, Nevada Development Authority and the Nevada Bankers Association.

A typical Plaza Bank customer operates a traditional small to medium
size business in manufacturing, distributing, wholesaling or other
professional trade – and has individual needs and goals.

Plaza Bank is committed to its stated goal of exceeding the expectations of its employees, customers, shareholders, community and
regulators. Senior executives are steadily building the infrastructure
to ensure that the bank remains highly responsive to its customers’
needs and that critical banking staff and executives are available and
accessible to its clients.

“We understand the uniqueness of every business and the trust that
is required in a business banking relationship. We make it our job
to regularly visit our clients at their place of business and respond
quickly to their phone calls. With Plaza Bank, our customers always
have access to the top level of management,” Galloway stated.

For more information about banking with Plaza Bank, visit
www.plazabank.net or contact representatives at (702) 853-4700
in Las Vegas or (949) 502-4300 in Irvine. Gene Galloway can be
contacted on his cell phone at (702) 277-2221. Las Vegas branch
located at 4043 S. Eastern Ave., Las Vegas, NV.
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Bill Martin: There are a number of

Has there been
any decrease
in distressed
assets having to
be reclaimed by
banks?

well-documented stories where people bought 25 to 50 homes from large
builders.  As soon as those loans closed,
the builder would build 25 more homes.  
There wasn’t a demand for the first 25
and now you have 50 on the market.  We
need people to move in the state either
as a tax haven or to fill the jobs.  People
have to start coming back here both as
tourists and as buyers.

Charlton: Every week I get this list of

the NOD’s (notice of defaults) and you
can see it, it’s public record and it’s not
getting smaller.  I haven’t seen the number shrinking at all.
Bill Martin: If a building doesn’t get
built or you have to take it to a ten-year
amortization to a five year, you then do
an appraisal every six months to see if
it’s changed.  An awful lot of the losses
you see in banks are writing down that
impairment and it’s all because the financial accountants and the board want
market value accounting.   They want
everything on the balance sheet to be
tracking and bankers resist it because
that means you go in and if you had a
loan around for years at five percent and
they determine the market rate should be
six percent, then you would have to write
some of that down to a market value.
Galloway: The appraisals are changing so quickly.  There are investors out
there who want to bottom fish and are
willing to hold on to property for three
or four years and when he sells an REO
on raw land that impacts mine.  All of a
sudden there’s a hiccup in the cash flow.  
I have to get a new appraisal.  It depends
on when they write them down.  If that
deal is performing, unless the regulator
comes in and says get a new appraisal,
they aren’t getting them.
Charlton: The part of this that really
impacts everyone and we should talk
about is appraising.  I really feel for the
appraisers right now.  It used to be appraisers would do comparables and run
formulas and now I think appraising is
an art form rather than a science.  What
they are looking at is not what this
property is worth today but what it’s going to be worth six months from now, a
22
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Do you think we’ll
see anymore banks
go under?
Charlton: We certainly hope not.   No

year from now, 18 months or two years
from now.
Radosevich: It went from being over
optimistic euphoria appraisals to how
conservative can you be in order to cover yourself and future discounts.

What will the
catalyst be to
turn the economy
around?
Bob Martin: I think it will be employ-

ment from our local market.  The challenge is, where will that employment
come from?
Charlton: I would go back further
to consumer confidence in the country.   We are only down visitor volume
wise by about ten percent but the visitors spend is off, way off.   We’ve got
them coming here, we need to get them
spending more.
Radosevich: It’s a domino effect.  The
national economy needs to heal in order to drive more tourists and spending
which will then create more jobs which
will then create more homes.
Charlton: It creates jobs in the leisure
industry when we need to diversify.

one wants to see it.   We hate it.   They
are all our friends too, it’s a small banking community.  It could happen, there
could be something you didn’t realize
was there and something else goes bad,
all the banks are working on it.  Small
banks all the way up to big banks,
there’s a lot of things that have been
happening and adjustment making and
capital is king. You’ve got to have your
capital ratios right or the feds come in
and drop it on your head.
Phillips: We hate to see any of the customers get hurt or the shareholders and
it really impacts the community.  It’s a
terrible loss.

In Brief
The Nevada Test Site has been
renamed the Nevada National
Security Site in order to better
encompass the evolving nature
of the facility and its purpose.
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What inspired you to get into your industry?
I wanted to make a positive and lasting
impression within the urban landscape.
How do you encourage growth and
development within your company?
I encourage growth within the company by
setting a personal, strong work ethic and
entrepreneurial attitude. Our employees have
great ideas. My goal is to empower them to
take those ideas and see them through to
successful completion.
What is the biggest challenge your industry
is facing?
Right now we have an economy that none of us
want and one that has affected the commercial
real estate market considerably. The uncertainty
of where the marketplace is heading in the next
five years is a considerable challenge. This is a
changing, transformative time and companies
have to reposition themselves and be flexible.
If you could have had another career, what
would it have been?
I’m very fortunate in that I love what I do. If I
had to have another career, I would have been
a psychologist. Whether working with children,
adults, families, married couples, you have the
opportunity to meet and help people from all
walks of life.

David Simard
Senior Vice President
Marnell Properties
Las Vegas, NV

Number of Employees: 9
Years in Nevada: 4 months
Years with Company: 4 months

What advice would you give to other
executives moving into this market?
I would have to say to look beyond the
perception of what they might believe or
perceive Las Vegas to be or what they might
have been told it is and to take the time to
study the local market and meet the people
who live and work in the community.
What do you anticipate for the future of
business in Nevada?
The next five years will be extremely dynamic
as this market diversifies. It’s going to be
challenging and we’re nowhere near being out
of the woods. I do believe the next five years
will shape where Las Vegas will be in 25 years
and I’m excited to be part of it.
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Connect. Discover. Prosper.
Are you positioned for the new Green Era? Join the Nevada ENERGY STAR® Partners - Green Alliance as our Green allies in sending a
statewide message of progressive, healthy sustainable living and environmentally conscious practices, as we work together to encourage
energy efficiency in business and in our communities.
Green Alliance Partners:
• Collaborate efforts in creating impact
and market transformation
• Develop educational seminars and workshops
• Encourage business opportunities for
Green industry professionals

• Educate and inform on behalf of
Nevada’s Green industry
• Create platforms for businesses to
connect and grow
• Promote July ENERGY STAR® month
activities and events

Visit the Nevada ENERGY STAR® Partners - Green Alliance website at ThinkEnergyStar.com and
learn how your organization, company and yourself can become a Green Ally.

ThinkEnergyStar.com

Follow us:

When searching for products and services that will help you SAVE,
look for one of these dedicated companies at: thinkenergystar.com
PlATiNUM PArTNErS
Bombard Renewable Energy
NV Energy
Southwest Gas
HoNorAry PArTNErS
Abbott Custom Printing
Bubak Consulting
The Ferraro Group
Creative Concepts
Juice Media • Nexus 30
Opulence Studios
Rastar Design
Trina Johnson Events
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY
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Gold PArTNErS
Distinct ENERGY
Performance
CoMMUNiTy GrEEN AlliES
ABC Nevada • Appraisal Institute • BANN
BAWN • City of Las Vegas
Clark County • Coalition of Appraisers
Clean Energy Project
Efficiency First • HomeFree NV
LVHCA • Las Vegas Water Authority
Public Utility Commission
SNBPP • SNHBA • Solar Forces
Solar NV • S.W.E.E.P. • UNLV
UNR • USGBC
Womens Council REALTORS
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SilVEr PArTNErS
Custom Energy Systems
Evergreen Recycling / Republic Services
Girl Scouts of Southern Nevada
Green Energy Services, LLC • HTA Plumbing
Pulte Homes • Redrock Insulation
Rolladen Rolling Shutters
Southwest Thermal Solutions, LLC
Suntrek Industries
MEdiA PArTNErS/SPoNSorEd by:
Beasley Broadcasting • Citadel • Clear Channel Reno
KRNV • Las Vegas Business Press • Lamar
Las Vegas Review Journal
Nevada Business Magazine
Northern Nevada Business Weekly
Relocation Resources • Reno-Gazette Journal

Reduce,
Reuse,
Recycle

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Bob Linden
Owner
Shred-it Las Vegas

What came out of a brainstorming session between Bob Linden and
his employees was that the company
should provide recycling services. So
Linden made it happen through a collaboration with Evergreen Recycling
Inc., a company licensed to sort and
process recyclables. Now, in addition
to its document shredding services,
Shred-it is offering recycling to offices
and apartments. When it comes to new
ideas, Linden always asks, “If it was
ideal, what would it look like? How
would we know it’s happening?”
The franchisee places great importance on investing in his employees.
He procured short- and long-term disability insurance coverage for them
and pays 100 percent of the premiums.
What Linden is doing well is focusing on community, reiterating the
company’s core values and making the
workplace a fun one (he calls himself
CFO, “chief fun officer”).

Scott McCombs
Founder & Co-owner
Realm of Design

“Unless someone like you cares a
whole awful lot, nothing is going to get
better. It’s not.” This Dr. Seuss quote
is a favorite of Scott McCombs, whose
company manufactures architectural
products like balustrades, columns,
crown molding, fireplace surrounds,

fountains and more. McCombs, in fact,
is working tirelessly to do what he can
for the environment.
He has developed and perfected an
architectural stone, called green stone,
made of 99.8 percent renewable materials including recycled glass (from
Mandalay Bay and the Luxor) and
pozzolan-based cement. This stone is
ideal for use in mantels, fireplace sur-

rounds and other pieces. He and the
employees currently are finishing a
new 30,000-square-foot manufacturing
facility, constructed with green stone,
which resembles the Swarkestone Hall
Pavilion in Derbyshire, made famous in
a Rolling Stones album cover.
“We are closing the glass recycling
loop, enabling us all to erase or reduce
our carbon footprint,” McCombs said.

One of the
World’s Most
Admired
Companies
— Fortune magazine
At Northern Trust we work closely with our clients to gain a keen
understanding of their financial needs. We then tailor a plan for
them using a full suite of sophisticated strategies and solutions.
So while we’re honored when Fortune magazine names us
Number One in our category, we take even greater pride when
the praise comes from our clients. We invite you to look ahead with
us by calling Reed Radosevich at 702-304-6800 or visiting us at
northerntrust.com/admired.

Wealth & Investment Management | Trust & Estate Services
Private Banking | Family Office Services
Northern Trust banks are members FDIC. © 2010 Northern Trust Corporation.
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Ross Miller
Nevada Secretary of State

Since Ross Miller’s first day as Secretary of State, his office has either had
a new project in the works or ready to
launch. Currently, it is developing the
Nevada Business Portal, a Web-based
platform that allows Nevada businesses to complete all licensing, payments
and filings online for state and local
governments. The first phase was Miller’s office taking over state business
license fee collections, which created
significant, extra state revenue while
simplifying the process for businesses.
Subsequent phases should debut in early 2011.
Miller’s office, also charged with restoring the state’s job market through
positive economic development marketing, has developed WhyNevada.
com, an extension of the nvsos.gov
Web site that regularly receives numerous hits. WhyNevada.com details
the advantages of conducting business
in Nevada.
“Our office has reduced expenditures while at the same time implemented improvements in business services,” Miller said.

Mike Mixer
Managing Partner
Colliers International

To better address client needs, Mike
Mixer has added to the company’s local
office new service lines including a Retail Investment Division, a Multifamily
Division and an Asset Resolutions Division that offers professional receivership services. The Asset Resolutions
Division, which serves as a one-stop
50
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shop for distressed properties, handles
everything from brokering to property
management.
This year Mixer rolled out the Colliers University professional development program, which encompasses a
range of in-person and online courses,
to help develop the knowledge and
skills of the company’s brokers and employees.
Mixer encourages Colliers’ people to
dream up innovative ideas and solutions
to complex real estate transactions. He
strives to make the work environment
fun and vibrant and foster a culture of
excellence and giving. Colliers’ commitment to both customers and staff has
resulted in the company turning a profit
for 17 years in a row.

Melissa Orien
Attorney & LEED AP
Holland & Hart

To remain relevant as an attorney
specializing in construction litigation,
construction and design representation,
green building and sustainable business,
Melissa Orien became Nevada’s first
LEED Accredited Professional (AP) attorney, which among other requirements
involved passing an exam. She also drafted the construction industry’s first green
building contract and is the lead editor
of a green building book for construction
lawyers that’s slated for publication by the
American Bar Association in fall 2011
(the final title hasn’t been determined yet).
She stays up to date on new issues and
changes in the construction and green
building industry, which allows her to
steer her clients away from potential pitfalls. She works to develop relationships
with her clients to clearly understand
their ongoing needs.
“As a result, I can assist with problems
in a timelier, more cost effective manner,”
she said.

Linda Quinn
Executive Director
Lied Discovery Children’s Museum

When Linda Quinn took over the Lied
Discovery Children’s Museum three years
ago, it was outdated and short on funds. In
the ensuing 36 months, she has revamped
more than two-thirds of the exhibits, which
now educate children about relevant topics
such as conservation and nutrition. She began a program that takes the fun, hands-on
learning experience to the classroom and
another, YouthWorks, through which high
school students gain work experience. She is
seeing the fruits of her efforts in increased
attendance, membership and the number of
students she connects with via outreach. Attendance, for example, jumped to 160,000 in
2010 from 87,000 in 2008.
The next huge milestone for the museum
is a move in 2012 to a new, larger facility next
to the Smith Center for the Performing Arts.
“It really is a dream come true for this organization,” Quinn said.

Patrick Smith
President & Chief Executive Officer
Regional Emergency Medical
Services Authority (REMSA)

One of Patrick Smith’s ongoing strategies in overseeing REMSA’s ground and
air (Care Flight) ambulances, education
programs and wheelchair services is “hiring people as smart as or smarter than me,
turning them loose and asking, ‘How can
I help?’” he said.
He holds Employee Focus Groups
twice a month for employee feedback
on ways to improve patient care and the
workers’ lives. Many of REMSA’s services, like its Point of Impact child safety car
seat program and its flu and pneumonia
vaccinations for homebound people, began as ideas purported by an employee.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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When five of the organization’s critical
care paramedics recently served in Afghanistan with the National Guard, they
had the highest save rate of soldiers due
to the quality of REMSA training they’d
received previously. As a result, the Pentagon is considering having REMSA train
all of the military’s paramedics or the
paramedics’ trainers.

Michael Varney
President & CEO
North Las Vegas Chamber
of Commerce

Only in the role of president & CEO
of the chamber for four months, Michael
Varney already has jumped in wholeheartedly, implemented new programs
and taken some risks.
With only three other employees to do
the work of about 10, Varney created and
staffed three new committees and beefed
up a fourth with volunteers—about 50
total. He launched “Breakfast with the
Board,” which means every Thursday
morning, he and one-plus board members
break bread with a dozen Chamber constituents to gain insight, information and
feedback.
The NLVCC is about to launch two innovative, affinity programs in which the
Chamber and a vendor join forces to market and deliver products or services to the
membership that help them make or save
money. (Varney couldn’t reveal anything
more.) If this latest idea is successful, he
said, “It will have a serious impact on
members’ bottom lines.”

Patty Wade
President
Wade Development

When Patty Wade realized the real
estate development market was going
to drastically decline, she started Wade

Consulting Group, a development/consulting/government advocacy firm that
helps new businesses grow and assists
existing companies moving to or enlarging in Nevada with expansion.
“The group shepherds these growing
companies through the rocky shoals of
the political, environmental, financial,
sales, contractual, legal, business planning, marketing and virtually any other
needed areas of development to best ensure timely success,” Wade said.
In only three and a half months, she
already has landed 20 clients. This success is in part due to the diverse contacts and relationships she has nurtured
over the past two decades both in Nevada and Washington, D.C., her ability
to take risks and her strong work ethic.
She continues to create such alliances
and remain informed about key market
trends in the industries she’s involved
with to better serve her clientele.

moving into WPI’s recently completed
clinical patient facilities and research
laboratories at UNR.
She speaks often at international medical conferences and workshops and now is
a voice for the neuroimmune community
before federal and state legislatures.

In Brief
The Greater Las Vegas
Association of Realtors reports
that the expiration of the federal
tax credit for homebuyers was
a major contributor to the 12.7
percent decline in single-family
home sales. Meanwhile, the
median single-family home
price is up by 3.7 percent from
previous months.

Annette Whittemore
Founder & President
Whittemore Peterson Institute for
Neuro-Immune Disease (WPI)

After her daughter suffered for several
years from chronic fatigue syndrome, Annette Whittemore got busy. She created a
research program and institute dedicated
to uncovering the causes of and developing effective treatments for neuroimmune
diseases, such as myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia, Gulf War illness, atypical multiple
sclerosis and autism.
She created a national network of researchers, doctors and patients along with
an advocacy program that resulted in federal support for the institute. She established a partnership between the Whittemore Family Foundation, private donors,
the State of Nevada and the University
of Nevada, Reno to fund a $77 million
dollar research facility at UNR’s School
of Medicine. In fact, Whittemore now is
October 2010
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Around The State
Whether you are buying distressed property or trying to
hang on to your assets, Outside General Counsel offers
innovative legal solutions.

Nevada Receives $5
Million for Residential
Energy Retrofit
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has
awarded the Nevada State Office of Energy
(NSOE) $5 million for the Nevada Retrofit
Initiative which aims to retrofit at least five
percent of all single family Nevada residences with energy efficiency upgrades by
2021.  This is the highest amount awarded
to any state as part of the DOE’s $28.5 million competitive grant for energy efficiency
projects.

Call or visit our website today!

(702) 306-8104

www.OutsideGeneralCounsel.com

OutsideGeneralCounsel.com is owned by Brennan General Counsel Group, PLLC.

Griffin Global
Logistics Announces
New Designation
for Nevada’s Foreign
Trade Zone
The Northern Nevada Foreign Trade Zone
has received approval to establish an Alternative Site Framework that will allow new
companies to locate to Northern Nevada to
secure foreign trade zone status for warehousing and distribution operations within
30 days from the time an application is accepted for filing.

NNMC Provides
Robotic Knee Surgery
Northern Nevada Medical Center (NNMC)
will soon become the first hospital in Nevada
to provide robotics-assisted knee surgery to
patients with early-to-mid stage osteoarthritis of the knee.  The procedure is called MAKOplasty and is minimally invasive which
leads to a quicker recovery time.
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Question 1 to Address Judicial Merit Selection
This November, Nevada voters will determine how our state’s
district and Supreme Court judges are selected.  Question 1
on the ballot will adopt a judicial merit selection and retention process. Based upon my years of experience in the justice
system of New York, I strongly believe that Nevada’s future
economic and social well being will be improved by the approval of Question 1.
As the Chief Administrator (CEO) of New York State’s
court system and its 3,500
judges, I saw both merit selection and the election of judges
up close.  While both systems
are capable of producing
qualified judges, merit selection is more certain to do so.
Two thirds of the states have
already adopted some form of
the merit selection-retention
election model; nine states
have adopted a process similar to what is before Nevada
voters in November.  
Merit selection and retention is a process for selecting
judges based solely on experience and qualifications. It effectively eliminates expensive
and highly politicized campaigning by judges. Under the
proposed system, a Judicial
Selection Commission – an independent, nonpartisan group
of Nevada citizens – will screen district and Supreme Court
judicial applicants and recommend only the most qualified
candidates to the governor, who will then appoint one of the
candidates. The process will be open to the public, allowing
citizens to submit comments about applicants and speak at
public hearings where candidates are interviewed.  
Within the first two years following their appointment,
justices and judges would undergo a rigorous performance
evaluation and then stand for retention. If retained by the voters, justices and judges would have to go through the same
evaluation and retention process for each subsequent election.
Every judge’s performance is thoroughly evaluated by a committee made up of people who use the courts.  The results of
the review would be made public and Nevada voters would

have the final say. To stay in office, judges must receive at
least 55 percent of the vote.
Opponents of merit selection argue that it would take away
from the people their ability to elect their judicial representatives.   There is one problem with that argument - judges
are not supposed to be representatives, they’re supposed to be
impartial.
The vast majority of judges, appointed or elected, behave
professionally, and my argument in favor of impartiality is
not meant to suggest otherwise.  But, it is crucially important
that the system of selecting judges constantly increase the
chances that professional behavior will characterize everything that every judge does.  That means that partisan politics, campaign fund raising, and patronage should have no
part in the system.
Judicial independence and impartiality are very important
to all of us. There also are economic consequences to the
system of selecting judges.  Businesses need a judicial system that is both highly professional and consistently impartial.  Companies come to know when judges understand the
complexities of commercial law, and make decisions without

“Merit selection and retention is a process for selecting judges based solely
on experience and qualifications.”
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regard to political preferences.  Entire state judicial systems
develop a reputation for the fairness and professionalism
with which they handle commercial cases.  Having that kind
of reputation will be important to Nevada’s economic diversification.
Nevadans for Qualified Judges is spearheading the campaign for the passage of Question 1 and is led by retired U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor as honorary
chairwoman; retired Nevada Supreme Court Justice William
Maupin as chair; and State Senator William Raggio and developer Irwin Molasky as vice chairmen.  
I urge all Nevadans to vote in favor of Question 1 on Election Day.

Matthew T. Crosson is President of the Las Vegas Chamber.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Challengers Want Sunlight

Non-incumbent candidates
more favorable toward transparency

M

ost Nevadans agree, regardless of their political leanings, that government actions
should take place in an open,
transparent manner. Public
sunlight limits the opportunities for corruption, theft, cronyism, backroom deal-making
and other nefarious behaviors that trend toward despotism, and fosters instead some
confidence of citizens in their government.  
Thus, over the years, Nevada lawmakers
have passed a state open-records law and
strengthened the state’s open-meeting law
— providing citizens with useful tools with
which to hold government officials accountable for their actions.  
The Nevada Policy Research Institute has
availed itself of these laws to establish, as a
free public service, an online, user-friendly
public records site at TransparentNevada.
com.  Government employee salaries, state
contracts, tax collection data, congressional
disbursements and government financial
reports are all there, amassed through numerous public records requests filed by the
Institute.
Yet, if Nevada state and local governments are ever to merit public confidence,
there is still much to do. Recently, NPRI
identified five important transparency issues
that should be priorities during the 2011 legislative session.
First, the state should make its Open
Government website live up to its name by
putting the state’s   spending “checkbook”
online. Other states let their taxpayers see
exactly where their money is going, so why
can’t Nevada? The “we can’t afford it” excuse
from state lawmakers is obviously bogus:
Since the Texas Comptroller’s Office began
putting itemized-expenditure data online in
2007, Texas taxpayers have realized $51 million is cost savings — by identifying areas of
waste or duplicative or inefficient spending.

Second, contract negotiations between
local government officials and government
employee unions should be subject to the
open-meeting law. Excluding the public
from these meetings allows unions to essentially prey upon legally blinded taxpayers.
That’s been a major factor behind the explosive growth in public employee pay relative
to private sector pay.  
According to a recent analysis of state
data commissioned by the Las Vegas
Chamber of Commerce, the average public
sector worker in Nevada earns 28.1 percent
more than the average private sector worker
in a similar job classification — not even
considering the exorbitant difference in
benefits. This growing divergence of public
and private sector pay arises in large part
because government unions can hide in the
shadows while mugging taxpayers.
Third, should not the state’s open-meeting law apply to the legislature? When lawmakers initially wrote this law, they craftily
included an exemption for themselves. As a
result, the state’s most important and controversial decisions are routinely made by a
handful of lawmakers in secret.  
In 2009, the so-called “core group” of
lawmakers secretly crafted an over-$1 billion tax hike outside the view of the public.
Lawmakers routinely justify such behavior
by candidly stating that they do not want
their constituents to know exactly what goes
on in those secret meetings and hold them
accountable.
Fourth, the public should have at least 72
hours to review every bill before lawmakers
take a floor vote upon it. When lawmakers
rush bills through the legislature, they consciously circumvent any effort by taxpayers
or activists to learn what’s going down and

respond in time.  Not only does this imply
contempt for the public, but it prevents lawmakers from being able to assemble all the
facts and make informed policy decisions.
Fifth, campaign finance data should be
made accessible online in common, electronically searchable formats (e.g., Excel
spreadsheets). Requiring candidates to submit their reports electronically would allow
the public to quickly review the influence
that particular groups and/or individuals
might exert in public elections.
NPRI recently sent a questionnaire to
all candidates for constitutional offices
and the state legislature, as well as current officeholders, regarding these issues.
Candidates were asked whether they supported amending state law in each of these
directions and whether they would sponsor
legislation to do so.
Some notable trends became immediately apparent as NPRI began receiving
responses. First, non-incumbents responded
at a rate three times higher than that of incumbents. Of those responding, the overwhelming majority (89 percent or more)
supported greater transparency on each of
these issues and pledged to sponsor legislation to move public policy forward.
However, the total response rate currently sits at only 37 percent, suggesting
that candidates who oppose greater transparency do not want to put themselves on
the record, because of the issue’s political
saliency among the public.  
Thus, what the results make clear is not
only that non-incumbents are much more
likely to support greater transparency, but
that the majority of incumbents prefer to
operate, so far as they can, in secrecy.
The Silver State deserves better.

Geoffrey Lawrence is a fiscal policy analyst at the Nevada Policy Research Institute.
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PROPERTY

MANAGEMENT
By Jeanne Lauf Walpole

Working Hard
for the Money

W

ith an average vacancy
rate of around 20 percent
for commercial properties
in Southern Nevada, commercial property managers
say they must be ever more creative and
tenacious in order to survive the recession
that continues to pummel the state on a variety of fronts. Not only has Nevada had the
country’s highest unemployment rate for a
number of months, it now has the undesirable distinction of being the most stressed
state in numbers of foreclosures, bankruptcies and joblessness, according to a recent
Associated Press economic analysis.
The doom and gloom figures support
what is already widely known and what
commercial property managers struggle
with on a daily basis. “The major difference now is that we are spending more

Barbara
Barron

President of The Equity Group

time retaining tenants and working with
our landlords to help negotiate lower
rents,” explains Marge Landry, president
and broker for Landry & Associates in Las
Vegas. A veteran with around 17 years in
the business, Frank Gatski, CEO of Las
46
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Vegas-based Gatski Commercial, says
he’s never worked so hard to close deals.
“We’re working harder than ever to help
our property owners survive this economy,” he says. “You have to be creative and
proactive.”

“City National
gives us the
advantage.”

Vacancies vs. Rents

W

e specialize in environmentally
oriented projects like river
and stream restorations. City National
allows us to streamline our financial
operations and be very competitive.
I run checks through the scanner
they provided for immediate
processing. And our accounting
system is linked to our bank
statements, with online access 24 hours
a day. It really alleviates anxiety about
staying on top of deadlines.
City National is The way up® for me
and our business.

Linda Burdick
Secretary/Treasurer, Burdick Excavating Co.
View Linda’s complete story at
cnb.com/thewayup.
For a relationship you can trust, call
(775) 461-2513 or (702) 425-2778.

©2010 City National Bank

The inverse relationship between vacancy factors and rental rates has helped
create a brutal playing field where budgets are extremely tight and every penny
counts. “The high vacancy factors make
budgets very difficult,” Gatski says. In
such a highly competitive market, property managers say they need to work closely
with tenants and landlords to tailor exactly
the right deal that will be profitable for all
concerned. Inking the contract typically
requires trimming expenses and adding
attractive amenities. “Property managers
today are different. There’s a higher level
of expertise needed. You have to find a
way to add value to the property. You’re
not babysitting,” Gatski says.
Because rents have plummeted and
the profit margin is less, Barbara Barron,
president of The Equity Group in Las Vegas, emphasizes that expectations have
to change. “We’ve always paid attention
to value, but now everybody has to come
down,” she says. “We’re changing with the
times, listening to everyone and finding a
way to work with them. It’s challenging
and it’s a new set of details.”
One of the most unwelcome changes
has been average rents that are 30 to 50
percent less than just a few years ago. In
addition, the traditional three- or five-year
lease agreements are vehicles of the past,
replaced by two-year contracts that allow
for more flexibility. In such uncertain economic times, none of the parties involved
are comfortable with a more lengthy commitment to a lease. “You do whatever you
have to do to get the spaces full,” Landry
explains.
In the best of times, the role of a commercial property manager has always consisted of performing a number of predict-
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able jobs that keep the property running,
such as collecting rents, paying vendors and
supervising maintenance, for example. Far
from boring, however, the repetitive activity
can be rudely interrupted at any time by the
unforeseen. “You have to expect the unexpected,” Barron says. “You have to be able
to juggle 20 balls in the air at a time.” You
also have to go above and beyond, considering the tough economic times. “I’ve been
going out and physically collecting rents to
keep the cash flow alive,” she says.
Commercial property managers, rather
than landlords, are also the face of management to the tenants as they develop
trusting relationships in their day-to-day
dealings as well as in their long-range
planning. Although leasing agents handle
the specifics of the lease agreement, managers are usually involved in developing
the basics because of their close proximity to the tenants. During good economic
times, property management has typically
been viewed as a challenging career that
provides a nice steady income for those
who have the appropriate qualifications.
During bad times, however, the challenges increase and the revenues decrease. With
1,700 tenants and more than seven million
square feet in his portfolio, Gatski says that
a lot of the problems are due to the high vacancy factor. “The largest percentage of our
portfolio has financial problems,” he says.
“I have buildings that are 100 percent vacant that have been taken back by the bank.”
Like albatrosses hanging around the
neck, vacancies are the bane of property
management. “It takes more time to man-
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age a vacant building because you have to
worry about vandalism,” Landry says. It’s
not unusual to find that vandals have cut
holes in walls to gain access to neighboring space where they can steal valuables,
such as computers and other office equipment. Managers also need to check on vacant buildings at least weekly to make sure
the utilities are still working and that the
structure hasn’t been damaged. The biggest downside to vacancies, however, is
their lack of revenue. “You collect nothing
on a vacancy,” Landry says.

The Role of Lenders
Changes in lending policies in the past
several years have dramatically impacted
the commercial real estate market. Gone
are the days of easy credit, replaced by
practices that severely limit those who can
qualify for loans. “Your credit has to be
pristine,” Gatski says. The small amount of
new construction that might be anticipated
typically requires 40 to 50 percent down,
a far cry from the interest only loans that
were so popular just three or four years
ago. “Previous lending practices were too
loose, but the pendulum has swung the
other way,” Barron explains. Commercial
property managers say that banks need
to be more realistic in developing lending policies that more accurately reflect
the current economy. They feel frustrated
in not being able to assist their clients in
obtaining financing at a level they can afford. “I don’t see them (lenders) loosening
up credit yet,” Gatski says.

Despite their continued tight credit policies, however, banks are being forced to be
more pragmatic in moving the large number of foreclosures they’ve found themselves saddled with. The going rate for
many types of commercial properties has
dropped to around 30 cents on the dollar,
according to Gatski. “You can’t build it for
what it’s selling for now,” he says. Unfortunately, the number of foreclosures is expected to continue. “A lot of people bought
commercial property between 2004 and
2006 with an interest only loan and a balloon payment in five years. Now they can’t
make the balloon payment,” Landry says.
“We heard that 2010 would be the year of
foreclosures and it’s true. I’ve lost two accounts to foreclosures.”
As Gatski, Barron and Landry look
to the future, they don’t expect dramatic
changes in their roles as property managers to happen very soon. With the increased
complexity that is now required they believe that landlords need professional management now more than they ever have. Although it’s tempting for property owners to
consider self management in order to save
money, it can be a very bad idea because
they’re usually not suited or qualified for
an additional job that can demand their
attention all the time. It can also end up
costing them more money than what they
might have been paying a manager. Landry
says she’s fortunate in having clients who
aren’t local. “Local owners are more likely
to try to manage their own property to save
money,” she says. With clients as far away
as Bangkok she says she feels more secure
in their need to have a local presence.
Years of experience have equipped these
three managers to ride out the bad times
and continue to profit in spite of them. The
recession has taken its toll on others, however, as they have folded their tents and
gone on to other endeavors. “A few companies have gone out of business and even
more agents have decided to pursue other
professions,” Gatski says. Because of the
challenges involved in management today,
however, it’s not as easy as it once was to
migrate from other areas of real estate into
management and still be successful.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Economic Solutions
Although many economic solutions
may be out of their hands, property managers have a lot of down-to-earth ideas
about what needs to be done in the coming
months and years. “We don’t need to develop any more new properties right now.
We have so much inventory that needs to
be absorbed before we continue to build,”
Landry says. For those clients who’ve
given up commercial space and are maybe
working virtual from home, she says property managers need to find ways to make it
affordable again to lease a business location. “We have to entice people out of their
garages and back into commercial space,”
she says. She also questions the wisdom
of new taxes that are levied on small businesses. “Small businesses are the core of
employment in the United States,” she
explains. She fears that businesses won’t
be able to absorb the increased nickel and
diming.
In spite of bailouts and stimulus money
from the federal level, Gatski questions the
value of those programs. “I’ve yet to see
any benefit to the small businessman,” he
says. He suggests that tax benefits be given
to employers who create jobs. He also sees
a positive role for the Small Business Administration in helping to loosen credit for
qualified small businesses. Although economic indicators are still negative in many
ways, Gatski says he sees a light at the end
of the tunnel with increased activity for his
company. “We’ve signed 210 leases to date
(end of August). That’s 20 percent more
than all of last year,” he says. “The thing
that’s been promising lately is that I’m seeing more incubator space, 1,000-squarefoot units, that are starting to lease.”
Barron also sees a silver lining, saying
that business at her company is up from
last year and that she’s added another staff
member. She believes that the area needs
increased tourism, but that positive thinking can also work to increase consumer
confidence. “Everybody needs to spread
the word about the little victories in business,” she says. “I’d rather spread the good
rumors.”

Full Service
Commercial
Real Estate

• Property Managment
• Leasing
• Sales

Marge Landry

702-837-5880
landrycre@aol.com
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Cover Story | Transportation
Continued from page 11
enjoy for decades to come. And that comes
at a time when we clearly need construction
jobs and we also really benefit from the improvement to mobility.”
What it also means is that right now the
RTC can leverage through bond sales roughly $200 million worth of additional revenue
for projects.
Sales tax revenues aren’t the only source
of funding. RTC Southern Nevada also received three types of ARRA stimulus funds
[American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
of 2009]: roadway funding ($39 million),
transit funding ($33.6 million) and a grant
to fund new rapid transit projects. RTC also
partners with Nevada Department of Transportation on roadway projects; NDOT is
separately funded.
The roadway funding projects include
a brand new intermodal Bonneville Transit Center in downtown Las Vegas that will
open in October. “We’re really excited about
that,” said Snow. “It’s a $17 million project
that we didn’t know how to fund. Without
the stimulus bill being passed we never could
have come up with the money.”
Transit projects include park and ride projects in the northwest valley, including Centennial Hills Transit Center and Park & Ride.
“I think for the first time in our community
people are parking their cars and taking bus
transit in a significant way,” Snow said. Keep
in mind that bus ridership is down due to the
high unemployment and that most riders generally are going to and from work, and this is
a significant milestone. It may be a cost conscious move for some people, but for others,
Snow believes they’re taking it because RTC
is providing a service that wasn’t there before.
The new transit line is funded by a $34.4
million TIGER grant, which stands for
Transportation Investments Generating Economic Recovery.
The TIGER grant proves a significant
shift in the way the federal government funds
transportation projects. In the past, Snow said,
the federal government allocated the money
and the local agencies applied it. With the
new TIGER grants, agencies can only apply
for funds for specific projects which fit with

federal priorities and rank high on scoring
criteria. RTC received its TIGER grant for a
rapid transit project on Sahara Avenue. “That
project was specifically selected because of
components the federal government wanted
to prioritize innovation in low cost high quality rapid transit. They’re very, very interested
in this project here in Las Vegas.”
RTC Northern Nevada used stimulus funds
in two venues: the Meadowood Interchange

which will reconfigure traffic at U.S. 395 and
Neil Road, and for transit system upgrades.
Funding for many other projects are funded
by RTC-5 funds. Each funded project is a
chance to put more Nevadans back to work.
“We are very sensitive to picking projects
that not only create construction jobs but are
going to contribute to the competitive advantage of our region to capture permanent jobs
for the long term,” said Lee Gibson, executive
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director, RTC Northern Nevada. “And that’s
why mobility concepts are so important to
what we do and why we like intermodal projects that can help us create systems to run
more smoothly, help the airport do business
more competitively, projects that help the Virginia Street corridor compete for visitors and
conventions. All those things we think are
very, very important to help create permanent
long-term jobs and diversify our economy.”
The Northern Nevada airport saw $9.6
million in stimulus money, which was used
on the airfield to replace ramp area, according
to Bart. “We had shovel-ready projects and
those projects were able to use that money
and get a head start on airfield reconstruction.” Not that airfield reconstruction is unusual – the airport is always reconstructing
the airfield. “Our airfield is very, very pristine.
The cement, the concrete, all the surfaces are
in very good shape. We keep them that way
for safety purposes, so we were fortunate that
we’ve been able to put $9.6 million in ARRA
money back into our airfield.”
In October a new air traffic control tower
will open at the Reno-Tahoe Airport. Western Jet, a Gulfstream maintenance provider,
will be opening a facility at Reno’s airport in
2010, a nice example of private sector bringing money into the Nevada community.
Funding for McCarran’s Terminal 3
comes from a variety of sources, including
air rates and charges to airlines, from concessions and parking fees. Vassiliadis explained,
“We bond for that money and that’s how it’s
funded. That’s our capital plan. It’s funded
through bond issues that are paid to our annual revenue sources. There are no local taxpayer dollars funding the airport. We are a
self-sustaining enterprise fund.”

Energy Efficiency
One of the features of Terminal 3 at McCarran will be a green attitude. A $27 million energy savings master plan is slated to
integrate the entire airport into a more energy efficient facility, but because Terminal
3 is large – nearly half a mile long – the preponderance of energy savings program will
be spent there.
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Reno-Tahoe International Airport recently
completed a project that replaced all runway
and taxiway lights with LED lights which
will greatly reduce energy consumption.

Connectivity
RTC Northern Nevada doesn’t see transportation as separate from the community, it sees
transportation as integral to the community.
“Look around today and you see the
neighborhoods that fared well through the recession were communities that offered businesses and residents choices with respect to
living, working and mobility,” said Gibson.
Portland, Oregon, has put in a regional rail
system. Houston, Texas put in multimodal
transportation five or six years ago. Both cities are weathering the recession fairly well.
“Smaller communities are doing the same
thing,” said Gibson. They’re looking at multimodal options to create communities that
attract businesses that want to locate there
because it’s where the top resources are and
where they can grow, expand and develop the
economy.

Pedal Faster
One trend seen in both ends of the state is
bicycling. The complete streets theory assumes
more than just automobiles will be using the
road – pedestrians and bicycles are taken into
account as well. Which is why on some streets,
like Mill and Arlington in Reno, when they’re
resurfaced and striped the number of car lanes
is reduced and a bike lane put in.
There are more people out biking in both
Northern and Southern Nevada. With nearly
300 sunny days and bike-friendly weather 10
months out of the year in the south, people
are taking advantage of the climate. They
may be figuring out it’s easier to stay healthy
than get healthy and taking to the streets on
bikes. Or it may be the new availability of
bike lanes, suggests Gibson.
“Biking has become the new golf,” Snow
said. “There’s momentum building up and
it’s not like golf where you have to go out and
practice to get good. Anybody can ride a bike
because it’s just like riding a bike.”

Keep Moving
“We’re cautiously optimistic about the future,” said Vassiliadis. Because the airport’s
a discretionary location, we will continue
keeping costs down as low as possible. “We
understand people like to come to Las Vegas,
they just don’t like to pay to come to Las Vegas.” So McCarran will continue working to
keep costs down.
“We’ve weathered the downturn well because airports are the first indicators of upturns and downturns,” said Bart. At the beginning of the downturn the airport took aggressive steps, cutting budgets and renegotiating contracts. “We’ve been able to weather
the storm exceedingly well and today we’re
in good shape.”
Federal funding has made a big difference
for RTC Southern Nevada but it did have to
cut approximately half a million dollars out
of capital improvement projects and cut back
on transit routes.
“RTC Northern Nevada felt the crunch.
“We rely on sales tax revenues for our public
transportation program and like other governmental entities we’ve faced a significant
downturn in those revenues,” said Gibson.
“We’ve had to tighten our belts and make
hard business choices in order to live within
our means.
There is a bright side, a light at the end
of the tunnel, which probably isn’t bus rapid
transit (or a train): Industries that added jobs
in 2010, according to DETR, include trade,
transportation and utilities, which added
3,500 jobs since January.

A voter survey by Rasmussen
Reports shows that 58 percent
of Americans favor a repeal of
the healthcare overhaul that
was recently passed.
www.NevadaBusiness.com

Dr. Joe Heck has proudly
served the people of Nevada
as a doctor, an Army
Reservist, a community
leader and volunteer.
Joe Heck has dedicated his life to serving
others in the emergency room, in the
community and in three tours of active
duty in the United States Army. Joe
understands that the key to getting
Nevadans back to work is creating an
environment that allows our small
businesses to grow creating new revenue
and new jobs in southern Nevada.
A small business owner,
Joe is the President
and Medical Director
of Specialized Medical
Operations, Inc. He
and his wife Lisa, a
registered nurse, reside
in Henderson with
their three children:
Monica, Chelsea, and
Joseph III.
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For more information, sign up to volunteer,
or donate please visit www.Heck4Nevada.com
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PROJECTS
Henderson, 89052
Office

Affordable Concepts, Inc. has completed the Brown Hand Clinic & Surgery Center. The center is a 15,998 SF
tenant improvement project in Siena
Pavilion II. The project was designed
by HMC Architects and includes an
approximately 10,000 SF surgery center. The center is located at 2865 Siena
Heights Dr.

Las Vegas, 89119
Industrial

Marnell Properties has completed
work on the Marnell Air Cargo Center
located at McCarran International Airport. The 200,928 SF freight and distribution facility sits on approximately
19 acres next to the airport’s Terminal
3 projec. The center will house tenants
such as FedEx, UPS and Southwest Airlines among others.

CSN and Las Vegas Fire Station

Las Vegas, 89146
Government

McCarthy Building Companies, Inc.
has completed construction on the
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15,000 SF College of Southern Nevada
and City of Las Vegas Fire Station and
Instructional Center. The $5.5 million single story facility will serve as
both an acting fire station as well as a
4,600 SF teaching facility for College
of Southern Nevada students. The
project was designed by JMA Architecture Studios and is located at the
southwest corner of Torrey Pines Dr.
and Oakey Blvd.

SALES
Henderson, 89052
Office

Concierge Care purchased a 6,222
SF building from Horizon Ridge Professional Park for $1,508,000 or $242
PSF. The buyer was represented by
Becci Hadfield at 21 Aadvantage
Gold. The property is located on Horizon Ridge Pkwy. between Carnegie
St. and S. Green Valley Pkwy.

Las Vegas, 89120
Office

Shalom Tsubely purchased 24,630
SF from Bank of America, N.A. for
$1,216,084 or $49 PSF. The seller was
represented by Charles Moore, Marlene Fujita and Michael Newman of
CB Richard Ellis. The property is located at 5836, 5854 and 5858 S. Pecos
Rd.
APN # 161-31-114-006 et al

North Las Vegas, 89032
Retail

JSPR, LLLP purchased a 5,500 SF retail building from L.T. Porter, LLC for

$800,000 or $145 PSF. The seller was
represented by Soozi Jones Walker, CCIM, SIOR and Bobbi Miracle,
CCIM of Commercial Executives.
The property is located at 3011 W.
Lake Mead.
APN # 139-20-210-003

Henderson, 89011
Industrial

West Penn Group, LLC purchased a
130,000 SF industrial property from
Milgard Manufacturing, Inc. for $7.5
millon or $58 PSF. The buyer was represented by Michael De Lew, SIOR of
Colliers International and the seller
was represented by Greg Pancirov,
SIOR of Colliers International. The
property is located at 7600 Eastgate Rd.
APN # 178-11-610-002

Las Vegas, 89118
Industrial

First Wholesale, LLC purchased
5,892 SF from Bank Zions First National for $365,000 or $62 PSF. The
buyer and seller were both represented by Dan Doherty, SIOR and Patti
Dillon of Colliers International. The
property is located at 5178 W. Patrick
Lane.
APN # 163-36-614-004

Henderson, 89044
Vacant Land

MIJ Investment Company purchased
19.96 acres from Nevada State Bank
for $2.6 million or $3 PSF. The buyer
was represented by Mark Bachik of
O48 Realty and the seller was represented by Michael Stuart of Colliers International. The property is
located at Bicentennail Pkwy. and Via
Inspirada Pkwy.
www.NevadaBusiness.com

Las Vegas, 89113
Vacant Land

Storybook Homes purchased 5.12
acres from City National Bank for
$499,500 or $2.24 PSF. The buyer was
represented by Brian Riffel of Colliers International and the seller was
represented by Michael Stuart of
Colliers International. The property is
located at 8045 W. Hacienda Ave.
APN # 163-28-701-044

LEASES

An Investment in Downtown Reno
Construction of the new downtown Reno transit center created good
jobs and improved business activity. The new station is 95% funded by
the Federal Transit Administration. Using capital funds to build RTC
4TH STREET STATION was a good investment that will help RTC
serve the community as it rebounds to recovery. The new station will
support our community’s transit needs for the future.
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Las Vegas, 89113
Office

Amazon.com, Inc. leased 6,409 SF
from Reef Centra Point B2348, Inc.
for $630,690 on a 47-month lease.
The tenant was represented by Taber
Thill, SIOR and Dan Palmeri of Colliers International. The property is
located at 8329 W. Sunset Rd. Reported monthly rent is $2.09 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89118
Office

(775) 348-0400

rtcwashoe.com

Project Resources, Inc. leased 7,682
SF from GY Rainbow Holdings, LLC
for $1,316,341 on a 66-month lease.
The tenant was represented by Taber
Thill, SIOR and Dan Palmeri of Colliers International and the landlord
was represented by Randy Broadhead, SIOR of CB Richard Ellis. The
property is located at 6385 S. Rainbow.
Reported monthly rent is $2.60 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89118
Office

Harrington Industrial Plastics, LLC
leased 9,120 SF from Eastgroup Properties LP for $262,656 on a five-year
lease. The tenant was represented
by Paul Hoyt, SIOR of Colliers International. The property is located at
5530 S. Arville St., Suite E. Reported
monthly rent is $0.48 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89119
Office

Stanley Consultants, Inc. leased
5,495 SF from Siefert Associates for
$612,143 on a five-year lease. The
tenant was represented by Taber
Thill, SIOR and Dan Palmeri of Colliers International. The property is
located at 5820 S. Eastern Ave. Reported monthly rent is $1.86 PSF.
October 2010
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Las Vegas, 89128
Office

Shift 4 Corporation leased 5,003 SF
from Northwest I, LLC for $133,845
on a 30-month lease. The landlord
was represented by Brad Peterson,
SIOR of CB Richard Ellis. The property is located at 2410 Fire Mesa St.
Reported monthly rent is $0.89 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89169
Retail

Casual Male Retail Store, LLC
leased 13,000 SF from Durpat, LLC
for $6.5 million on a ten-year lease.
The tenant was represented by Penny Mendlovic and Christina Strickland of CB Richard Ellis. The property is located at 4211 Paradise Rd.
Reported monthly rent is $4.16 PSF.

Henderson, 89011
Industrial

Castello Excavation & Grading,
Inc. leased 5,303 SF in the Valley
Freeway Center from S.T.W.M.S., V,

LLC for $26,184 on a one-year lease
renewal.
Additionally, CPUtopia,
LLC leased 14,640 SF in the center
for $29,280 on a five-month lease
renewal. The landlord was represented by Michael De Lew, SIOR
and Greg Pancirov, SIOR of Colliers
International in both transactions.
The properties are located at 7565
Commercial Way, Suite A and Suites
E, F and G. Reported monthly rents
are $0.41 PSF and $0.40 PSF, respectfully.

Las Vegas, 89102
Industrial

Nationwide Auto Finance, LLC
leased 11,924 SF from Chung Enterprises, LP for $171,708 on a two-year
lease. The tenant was represented
by Rama Kusnadi of Northstar Realty Group, LLC and the landlord
was represented by Dan Doherty,
SIOR and Patti Dillon of Colliers International. The property is located
3700 Regulus Dr. Reported monthly
rent is $0.60 PSF.

“Your Office Needs in a Squeeze”

702.260.6650
www.tangerinelv.com

Toners
Office Supplies
and Furniture
• Low Cost Oﬃce Supplies, Toners & Oﬃce Furniture
• HP/Xerox Dealer • Next Day Delivery
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Las Vegas, 89115
Industrial

Harrington Tools, Inc. leased 16,529
SF from Speedway Commerce Center, LLC for $125,628 on a three-year
lease. The tenant was represented
by Dan Doherty, SIOR and Patti Dillon of Colliers International. The
property is located at 6895 Speedway
Blvd., Suite Z103. Reported monthly
rent is $0.21 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89118
Industrial

Ultimate Motor Sports, Inc. leased
9,836 SF from EJM Arroyo South I
Property, LLC for $376,032 on a fiveyear lease. The landlord was represented by Spencer Pinter of Colliers
International. The property is located at 7001 W. Arby Ave., Suite 100.
Reported monthly is $0.64 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89118
Industrial

Apple Rock Advertising & Promotion, Inc. leased 8,686 SF from Cable
Investments-Diablo, LP for $148,948
on a 39-month lease. The tenant was
represented by Jacint Simon of Insight Realty Associates and the
landlord was represented by Michael
De Lew, SIOR and Greg Pancirov,
SIOR of Colliers International. The
property is located at 5175 W. Diablo
Dr., Suite 106. Reported monthly rent
is $0.44 PSF.

LOANS
Las Vegas, 89119
Office

Tony Castrignano of Sky Mesa
Capital has provided financing for
McLeod 1, LLC for a 25,000 SF, three
building development in the Park
2000 Business Park. The loan is fully
amortized with a fixed 5.875 interest
rate that adjusts every five years. The
property is located on the southeast
corner of Sunset and Eastern.

Post your deals at
www.theReDreport.com
www.NevadaBusiness.com

Small class sizes | Full day kindergarten | College Preparatory
Full Athletics Program | Excellent Fine Arts Program | Spiritual and Life Counseling
Academic Guidance |Tuition begins at $4400.00 per year

Enroll Today!
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www.cccslions.org
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L as Vegas

Total Square feet

51,879,113

15,298,115

Vacant Square Feet

5,371,055

2,602,994

10.4%

17.02%

New Construction

139,410

-

Net Absorption

165,602

-135,118

$1.68

$1.49

Percent Vacant

Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)

Retail Summary

Under Construction
Planned

Vacancies remained relatively flat as average asking rents among anchored-retail
centers continued their move downward during the second quarter of 2010.  Reporting a
vacancy rate of 10.4 percent at the close of
the second quarter of 2010, vacancies were
relatively stable compared to the previous
quarter, but linger 0.2 points above the 10.2
percent witnessed during the same period of
the prior year (Q2 2009).  As the vacancy rate
remains elevated with little demand for the
nearly 5.4 million square feet of vacant space,
downward pressure continues to be exerted
on average asking rents.  On a per-square-foot
basis, average monthly rents fell to $1.68, a
16.8-percent decrease from $2.02 witnessed
just one year ago.  
By quarter-end, the market witnessed
positive absorption as more retail tenants
moved into space than moved out, for a total
of 165,600 square feet of positive absorption.  
However, excluding pre-leased new construction, the positive absorption figure still suggests limited positive activity as only 26,200
square feet of second-generation positive net
absorption occurred during the quarter.
At the end of the second quarter, the retail
market reported 51.9 million square feet of inventory, as 139,400 square feet of new space
was added to the market with a Lowe’s being
completed in the northwest submarket.  Projects that remain actively under construction
total approximately 568,800 square feet while
plans for 5.1 million square feet remain on
the drawing board.  Inventory figures exclude
nearly 1.3 million square feet of space that has
stopped development due to current economic
conditions.
Weaker-than-expected consumer spending and consumer confidence levels have yet
to report the strength normally witnessed in a
post-recession recovery and have consumers
and businesses alike remaining cautious.
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568,800

228,286

5,051,214

793,084

19,003,486

4,492,642

1,233,732

767,217

6.5%

17.08%

POWER CENTERS

Second Quarter 2010
Las Vegas

Reno

Total Square Feet

Reno-Sparks

“The frosty standoff between retail
landlords and retail tenants in Northern Nevada is slowly beginning to thaw.
Landlords are motivated, select tenants
are active, and leases are being signed.
That’s the good news. The bad news is
that while transaction velocity has increased significantly over the first half
of the year, it’s very difficult to even
loosely define what’s happening as a
“recovery”. At the end of Q2 retail vacancy in the greater Reno/Sparks market
sits at an unprecedented rate of 17.02%,
a .52% increase from Q1. Washoe County taxable sales were down 3.8% in May
2010 compared with May 2009. Unemployment for Reno/Sparks is at 13.6%,
well over the national average 9.5%, but
slightly lower than Las Vegas at 14.8%.
With few exceptions in the marketplace,
tenants sit comfortably in the driver’s
seat when negotiating deals, the root
cause being the few tenants that are
growing face very little competition for
the spaces they want.
On a national level, fears of a doubledip recession loom, with unemployment
and housing having been virtually unaffected by the myriad of stimulus packages and bailouts. Economists seem
divided on which way the economy is
heading, and perhaps the logical extension of that is a philosophical division
among retailers with some viewing this
as the best time to expand and others
still bunkered down. Landlords are split
as well, with some believing the roaring rents of 2006 will soon return and
will accordingly wait to sign long term
leases, and some accepting the reality of
today’s marketplace. While both sides
can make valid arguments, only time can
decide the winners and losers.”

Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

-

-

101,494

-135,118

New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

$1.85

$1.49

0

228,286

2,228,668

793,084

13,038,197

3,168,034

1,504,861

680,281

Under Construction
Planned
COMMUNITY CENTERS
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)
Under Construction
Planned

11.5%

21.47%

139,410

-

91,929

30,583

$1.68

$1.42

568,800

-

1,917,966

-

19,837,430

2,987,494

2,632,462

331,482

13.3%

11.10%

NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

-

-

-27,821

-9,092

$1.60

$1.51

-

-

904,580

130,277

New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)
Under Construction
Planned

Next Month: INDUSTRIAL
ABREVIATION KEY
MGFS:
SF/MO:
NNN:

Modified Gross Full-Service
Square Foot Per Month
Net Net Net

Southern Nevada Analysis and statistics compiled by
Applied Analysis, Northern Nevada Analysis and statistics
compiled by Colliers International Reno
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he U.S. economy continues to show
signs of weakness, with a slowing recovery in second quarter 2010. The
revised estimate for real GDP growth in
second quarter was 1.6 percent at an
annual rate, down substantially from
the 3.7 percent figure for first quarter 2010. U.S.
nonfarm employment fell by 54,000 jobs in August,
marking the third straight month of decline. On a
more positive note, industrial production, personal
income, personal consumption and retail sales all
increased in July, and measures of consumer confidence and sentiment ticked up in August.
Nevada’s unemployment rate edged upward
to 14.4 percent in July and remained the highest
in the nation. State employment declined by 0.9
percent in July and stands 2.2 percent below a year
earlier. On a brighter note, taxable sales bounced
upward by 6.3 percent in June and were only 0.3
percent below a year earlier. Continuing the favorable news, visitor volume was up 5.9 percent in
July and 3.9 percent above a year earlier. Gaming
revenue was up 8.6 percent in July, but 4.9 percent
below a year earlier.
The economic picture for Clark County is quite
similar to that for the state as a whole. The Las
Vegas unemployment rate rose to a new record of
14.8 percent and remains one of the highest in the
nation. Clark County employment dipped by 0.7
percent in July and was 2.3 percent below a year
earlier. Taxable sales rose by 3.9 percent in June,
but were 1.0 percent below a year earlier. Residential-construction permits dropped in July and are
20 percent below a year earlier. Gaming revenue
was up 8.3 percent in July, but 5.0 percent below a
year earlier. Most favorably, visitor volume rose 7.3
percent and was 4.1 percent above a year earlier.
Economic activity in Washoe County shows
a little more strength than in Clark County. The
Reno-Sparks unemployment rate remained at a
record high of 13.6 percent in July. Washoe County
employment fell by 1.4 percent in July and was 4.1
percent below a year earlier. Taxable sales rose a
robust 11.3 percent in June and were 0.3 above a
year earlier. Visitor volume was down in July, but
gaming revenue was up sharply.
With the national recovery showing signs of slowing, the Nevada, Clark County and Washoe County
economies remain moribund. The real estate and
construction sectors are likely at or near bottom, but
the large overhang in residential and commercial
space suggests no significant improvement is likely
for quite some time. Signs of renewed strength in the
leisure and hospitality industry hint that the Nevada
economy may be seeing the first signs of recovery,
but more likely that sector is experiencing the bumpy
ride that characterizes the bottom. With monetary
policy not providing much traction, a well-directed
fiscal stimulus could have a significant effect on the
recovery—for the United States and Nevada.
Stephen P. A. Brown, PhD

UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research

Nevada

DATE

UNITS

LATEST

PREVIOUS

YEAR AGO

GROWTH
RECENT YEAR AGO

COMMENTS

Employment

2010M7

000 employees

1,108.3

1,117.9

1,133.4

-0.9%

-2.2%

Job Losses

Unemployment Rate

2010M7

%, NSA

14.4

14.3

12.5

0.1%

1.9%

Record High

Taxable Sales

2010M6

$billion

3.331

3.134

3.342

6.3%

-0.3%

Up Recent

Gaming Revenue

2010M7

$million

829.67

763.81

872.69

8.6%

-4.9%

Down Year Ago

Passengers

2010M7

passengers

3.947

3.824

3.832

3.2%

3.0%

Up

Gasoline Sales

2010M6

million gallons

94.02

93.61

92.40

0.4%

1.8%

Up Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2010M7

million visitors

4.268

4.031

4.109

5.9%

3.9%

Up

Employment

2010M7

000 employees

791.5

797.2

810.3

-0.7%

-2.3%

Job Losses

Unemployment Rate

2010M7

%, NSA

14.8

14.6

13.0

0.2%

1.8%

Record High

Taxable Sales

2010M6

$billion

2.427

2.336

2.451

3.9%

-1.0%

Up Recent

Gaming Revenue

2010M7

$million

693.39

640.10

729.91

8.3%

-5.0%

Down Year Ago

Residential Permits

2010M7

units permitted

395

609

494

-35.1%

-20.0%

Weak

Commercial Permits

2010M7

permits

13

24

24

-45.8%

-45.8%

Weak

Passengers

2010M7

million persons

3.575

3.458

3.607

3.4%

-0.9%

Mixed

Gasoline Sales

2010M6

million gallons

63.07

64.23

62.49

-1.8%

0.9%

Essentially Flat

Visitor Volume

2010M7

million visitors

3.644

3.396

3.500

7.3%

4.1%

Up

Employment *

2010M7

000 employees

186.5

189.1

194.4

-1.4%

-4.1%

Job Losses

Unemployment Rate *

2010M7

%, NSA

13.6

13.6

11.8

0.0%

1.8%

Record High

Taxable Sales

2010M6

$billion

0.473

0.425

0.472

11.3%

0.3%

Up Recent

Gaming Revenue

2010M7

$million

69.73

63.47

71.22

9.9%

-2.1%

Down Year Ago

Residential Permits

2010M7

units permitted

39

113

59

-65.5%

-33.9%

Weak

Commercial Permits

2010M7

permits

8

13

13

-38.5%

-38.5%

Weak

Passengers

2010M7

million persons

0.368

0.361

0.347

1.8%

6.0%

Up

Gasoline Sales

2010M6

million gallons

14.90

14.63

14.74

1.9%

1.1%

Up Slightly

Visitor Volume

2010M7

million visitors

0.421

0.444

0.393

-5.2%

7.1%

Up Year Ago

Employment

2010M8

million, SA

130.311

130.365

130.082

-0.0%

0.2%

Flat

Unemployment Rate

2010M8

%, SA

9.6

9.5

9.7

0.1%

-0.1%

Very High

Consumer Price Index

2010M7

82-84=100, NSA

218.0

218.0

219.4

0.0%

-0.6%

No Change

Core CPI

2010M7

82-84=100, NSA

221.3

221.3

219.3

-0.0%

0.9%

No Change

Employment Cost Index

2010Q2

89.06=100, SA

111.9

111.4

110.1

0.4%

1.6%

Little Change

Productivity Index

2010Q2

2005=100, SA

110.4

111.0

106.5

-0.5%

3.7%

Still Strong

Retail Sales Growth

2010M7

$billion, SA

362.688

361.204

343.705

0.4%

5.5%

Up Year Ago

Auto and Truck Sales

2010M8

million, SA

11.44

11.53

14.15

-0.8%

-19.1%

Down

Housing Starts

2010M7

million, SA

0.546

0.537

0.587

1.7%

-7.0%

Weak

GDP Growth

2010Q2

2000$billion, SAAR

13,191.5

13,138.8

12,810.0

1.6%

11.9%

Up

U.S. Dollar

2010M8

97.01=100

102.599

103.438

103.311

-0.8%

-0.7%

Down

Trade Balance

2010M6

$billion, SA

-49.895

-41.984

-27.139

18.8%

83.8%

Weak

S&P 500

2010M8

monthly close

1,049.33

1,101.60

1,020.62

-4.7%

2.8%

Down Recent

Real Short-Term Rates

2010M7

%, NSA

0.14

0.22

0.34

-0.1%

-0.1%

Stimulative

Treasury Yield Spread

2010M7

%, NSA

2.85

3.08

3.38

-7.5%

-15.7%

Stimulative

Clark County

Washoe County

United States

*Reflects the Reno-Sparks MSA which includes Washoe and Storey Counties
Sources: Nevada Department of Taxation; Nevada Department of Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation; UNR Bureau of
Business and Economic Research; UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research; McCarran International Airport; Reno/Tahoe
International Airport; Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority; Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority; U.S. Department
of Commerce; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Federal Reserve Bank.

Note: NSA = Not Seasonally Adjusted, SA = Seasonally Adjusted, SAAR=Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rates
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The Last Word

People

If the entire nation were listening,
what would you say?
“Put down your cell phones,
stop twittering, facebooking,
texting and emailing and spend
a day actually talking to your
employees, your co-workers, your
friends, your husband and your
family!  We are losing our social
skills and our brains need a rest,
as reported on the Early Show!”

“Despite the media’s negativity,
America will prevail. Remember
the principles that have made us
great. Stop looking for bailouts.
Rely on your own unique ideas
and hard work, and get out there
and compete. The natural process
will eradicate businesses and
ideas that have no place in the
market.”
Sal Guy • VP of Operations, Stable Development

“Hang onto good employees as
long as possible; they are our
most important asset.  Take a
conservative, calculated risk
approach.  Keep your debt down
and pay attention to compliance
issues.  Make use of new
technology to innovate, not to be
trendy.  Finally LISTEN to the
customer’s needs and keep open
channels of communication.”

“HIV/AIDS is still a concern
around the world and without
a cure those affected by this
disease continue to struggle
to live a normal life. We need
your help more than ever.”

Lea Carrasco-Zanini • Executive Director, Golden Rainbow

Gerd G. Poppinga, Sr. • CEO/President, Vineburg Machining, Inc.

“Everyone is under stress and
suffering from some aspect of this
economic situation – so what can
YOU do? Are you willing to help
those less fortunate than you? What
can you do to make a difference for
one person in your community? No
matter how bad things appear for
you, there is always someone in a
worse situation.  Reach out to your
community.”

“In the words of John Lennon,
‘Come Together.’  It’s time to
put aside our pervasive pettiness
and unite for the common good
of all people – selflessness
vs. selfishness.  As a nation,
Americans must never lose hope
that our conditions can and will
be improved.  Let’s change the
approach.”
Tim Quillin • President & CEO, Q ad | pr
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Sydney Sullivan Knott • President, The PR Group

October 2010

Dana Serrata • Executive Director, Helping Hands of Vegas Valley

www.NevadaBusiness.com

The going goT Tough, so you goT Tougher.
Owning a business takes everything you’ve got. With Health Plan of Nevada’s
new suite of health plans, you can find the right health plan – at the right price
for you and your employees.
When it comes to affordability, HPN means business.
Call HPN at 702.821.2200 or 800.873.0004 or your broker today!

Visit healthplanofnevada.com

21NVHPN10318

September 2009
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“Nevada State Bank
made lending easy.”
-Richard Lassiter and Edward Cebulko,
Founders of Vegas Fastener Manufacturing
Client Since 2010

Nevada State Bank
financed Vegas Fastener
Manufacturing with a
$5.8 million Commercial
Line of Credit.
Vegas Fastener has grown over the
last 30 years into a leading supplier of
specialty fasteners.
When they needed capital to expand, they
found that tough economic times made it
difficult to get access to credit – until they
contacted Nevada State Bank.
“Although credit was tight, Nevada State
Bank had never stopped lending. They
took a creative and personal approach to
understand our company, and they were
able to provide the capital we needed in a
fast and easy application process.”
With business loan rates as low as 4.75%
APR*, Nevada State Bank is the premier
business lender in Nevada. See for yourself
how we can Open the Door to your Future
to help grow your business.
Visit a branch, call 866-618-3437 or go to
www.nsbank.com.

SMALL BUSINESS
*Credit approval is required.
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